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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION
1.1. Overview
Over the course of a day, electricity is generated by multiple fuel types. Power utilities
must respond to changing demand by dispatching or shedding generator output, and by adjusting
the output of base-load power plants. Each generator is associated with a unique profile of air
emissions, based on the type of fuel consumed, the generator's efficiency, and installed pollution
controls. Just as the demand for electricity and the generation mix evolves over a day, so too do
the resulting air emissions. Given this, selective timing of electric loads could be an effective
strategy to reduce overall air emissions.
Electric generators are often significant contributors of air emissions (Tabors and Monroe
1991) that pose environmental and human health hazards (Schutz and Stuger 1981; Rabl and
Spadaro 2000). Air emissions rates vary widely among different power plants. Each type of fuel
produces characteristic air emissions. For instance, coal naturally contains sulfur, and air
emissions from burning coal generally include sulfur oxides. In contrast, nuclear power and
renewable power sources such as wind and solar produce no direct air emissions per unit of
power generated1. Along with fuel type, plant efficiency is another factor that greatly influences
air emission rates. Many older plants that are extremely inefficient by modern standards are still
in service, and these plants produce far more emissions per kilowatt-hour (kWh) generated than
their modern counterparts (Cohan and Douglass 2011; EIA 2012). The ability to shift electric
demand to times when cleaner generation sources are available would result in overall emissions
reduction.

1

Although air emissions could be attributed to the construction and operation of these power sources through a
complete life-cycle analysis, this paper focuses solely on air emissions that can be ascribed directly to each unit of
power produced. See Chapter 3, "A note about the scope of LEEM."
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It has been suggested that dynamic wholesale pricing in the electric power market may
provide insight into the type of generator that is supplying power at any given time (Carter, et al.
2011). This knowledge could then be used to roughly estimate emissions in real-time. In most
North American electricity markets, Locational Marginal Prices (LMPs), are wholesale
electricity prices used by regional transmission organizations (RTOs) to efficiently manage the
electric transmission system (Louie and Strunz 2008). In simple terms, the LMP represents the
"instantaneous short-run marginal cost" (Stoft 2002; Hausman, Fagan et al. 2006) to serve one
incremental unit of load at a particular time and place. At very low LMPs, only base load plants
(commonly coal and nuclear) produce power; these plants can take many hours to adjust output
(Lovins 2009). If load increases, then generally higher LMPs are observed, corresponding with
additional generators being dispatched that have higher cost per kWh produced.
LMP can be used to estimate the type of fuel that is used by the "marginal generator" at a
given time and place. The "marginal generator" is the most expensive one currently being used to
produce electricity, and therefore is the first to be shut down when the demand of the system is
lowered (Pfeifenberger 2009). After the fuel type of the marginal generator is predicted based on
the LMP, air emissions associated with that type of fuel can be estimated. These are the
emissions that are affected by each incremental change in electricity.
The determination of real-time marginal emissions would be relatively straight-forward if
real-time information on the marginal generator(s) was available. However, Independent System
Operators (ISOs), do not make this information public (more information on ISOs in Section
2.1). LMPs, on the other hand, are published in near-real-time (5-minute increments) for many
locations, making them a particularly useful tool to estimate real-time air emissions.
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LMP-based emission estimates could be provided to energy consumers to help them
make informed decisions about the timing of electricity use. Certain activities, such as defrosting
the freezer, running a dishwasher, or turning on a washer or dryer, can be scheduled to occur
when the marginal fuel type is cleaner. As electric-powered vehicles (Dickerman 2011) and other
electric devices like lawn mowers and water heaters become more prevalent, the timing of
electricity use will play a greater role in reducing air emissions.
1.2. Research Question and Objectives
The primary question that this work aims to answer is: if residential energy users could
optimally time some of their electricity-consuming activities, could they significantly reduce air
emissions from electricity production?
Researchers at Wayne State University's Department of Civil and Environmental
Engineering have already developed the concept of using LMPs to estimate real-time emissions
(Carter, et al. 2011). This LMP-Emissions Estimation Method, which will be abbreviated in this
work as "LEEM," is described in detail in Chapter 2. Supporting background information and
related literature is also documented in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 includes a detailed description of
recent improvements that were made to LEEM before it was applied to the topic of residential
energy use.
Using the improved LEEM, timing schedules for residential energy uses were created to
result in best case and worst case emission scenarios. Residential energy uses considered in this
study included five household appliances, and the charging of electric vehicles. LEEM was used
to estimate marginal emissions based on hourly LMP prices that were available for several study
years. The best and worst-case scenarios were compared and discussed in detail in Chapter 4.
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This analysis answers the research question in terms of the maximum possible impact on
emissions that can be produced by optimal timing of selected residential energy uses.
LEEM has been incorporated into a smart-phone application called HERO, or Home
Emissions Read-Out, to provide consumers with real-time emissions feedback at the tip of their
fingers. Information is presented in a way that makes it relevant to consumers who wish to lower
their air emissions by timing their activities. This type of emissions feedback technology will
likely be incorporated along with smart meters, sensors, and programmable controllers into the
smart grid of tomorrow. HERO, and its potential for enabling optimal timing of energy use, is
described in greater detail in Chapter 5.
Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the findings of this research and gives suggestions for
future work.
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CHAPTER 2 - BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter explains the concepts behind LMP Emissions Estimation Method (LEEM), a
means of estimating the real-time marginal emissions from electricity use. The topics of electric
power markets, LMPs, marginal generators, and air emissions are covered. The method was
proposed by Carter et al. (2011) as a basis for estimating real-time emissions from electricity use
associated with drinking water transmission and distribution. For purposes of simplification and
clarity, the earlier method as proposed by Carter et al. (2011) will be referred to as "LEEM 1.0,"
and the revised method described in Chapter 3 will be called "LEEM 2.0." Since LEEM 2.0 is
proposed as an "emissions response" tool for residential energy consumers, this chapter will also
review demand response and residential energy use topics such as smart grid-ready appliances.
The final concept covered in this chapter is the use of information feedback to affect change. In
this case, emissions information is fed back to consumers in a way that allows them to make
informed decisions about energy use in order to reduce emissions.
2.1. Deregulated Power Markets
Before the 1970s, electric utilities in the United States were regulated monopolies, with
rights to operate transmission and distribution in a given geographic area, and responsibility to
serve all loads in that area. Technological advances, including integration of power grids, has
allowed competitive markets to become a viable option (Baldick, Helman et al. 2005). The
Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (DOE 1978) said that state public utility
commissions "must consider" laws that force electric utilities to purchase power from other
companies if more efficient, less costly generation sources were available. Those cost savings
were to be passed on to the customers.
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In 1996, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) issued Orders 888 and 889
that deregulated the power industry. The purpose of FERC order 888 was to facilitate
competitive wholesale electricity markets (FERC 1996). Order 888 allowed power generators
access to monopoly-owned transmission wires so that electricity could be transported freely, and
included provisions to allow utilities to recover the costs of providing open access to
transmission. Independent System Operators (ISOs) were formed by utilities, generators, and
transmission providers in order to comply. ISOs (and similarly, Regional Transmission
Organizations, RTOs) act as a marketplace for wholesale power. They are a neutral party that
maintains the economic efficiency and reliability of the power grid.
Order 889 outlined how participants should interact with transmission providers and
formalized the internet-based Open Access Same-Time Information System (OASIS) (FERC
1996). OASIS nodes are secure, internet-based points that allow market participants to share
information about market offerings (pricing), availability of generation, and planned service
requests. ISOs and RTOs use this information to communicate available transmission capacity
and prices to market participants, allowing for buying and selling of transmission rights at a fair
price to those needing to transmit power (Hirsch 2010).
Since electricity cannot be effectively stored, real-time supply and demand must be in
equilibrium (Robinson 2009). There are limits to how quickly generators can ramp up or down,
so the closer transactions are to real-time, the more inelastic and volatile the balance between
supply and demand becomes. For this reason, forward markets, such as the day-ahead market,
give buyers and sellers the opportunity to lock-in prices and quantities in advance (Cheung
2004). The day-ahead market allows offers and bids for the following day to be submitted and
posted. Then, algorithms such as the Security Constrained Economic Dispatch (SCED) are
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performed on an ongoing basis to adjust forecasted load requirements as real-time draws nearer
(Cheung 2004).
2.2. Locational Marginal Prices (LMPs) and Marginal Units
LMPs are the basis of buying and selling wholesale electricity, and as the name suggests,
are specific for each location or node. LMPs are marginal, because they represent the cost or
value of the next marginal amount of energy at a particular time and place. LMPs represent the
cost to produce and to deliver energy and take into account three things: cost of generation,
transmission constraint, and system losses (Cheung 2004).
If power systems were unconstrained and there were no losses, the LMP would be the
same at all nodes, and it would be determined by the least expensive generator that could supply
the next unit of energy to the system. That generator would be called the "marginal unit." Since
transmission line losses and physical limits to the capacity of lines do exist, it is not always
feasible to transmit energy from the cheapest generator to where it is needed. When line losses
and constrained conditions exist, it may make more sense to use a more expensive local
generation source. This concept is reflected in the LMP, which varies by location due to losses
and constraint (Cheung 2004; Robinson 2009). An example of extreme geographic variation in
LMP can be seen in Fig. 1, whereas a more typical scenario with less variation can be seen in
Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1. LMP Contour Map-Aug 7, 2012. Midwest ISO (MISO 2012)

Fig. 2. LMP Contour Map August 30, 2012. Midwest ISO (MISO 2012)
Regions on either side of a line constraint would have different LMPs, reflecting the
difference in cost of the marginal units on either side of the constraint. If losses are assumed as
negligible in this scenario, then the number of marginal units is equal to the number of binding
constraints plus one (Baldick, Helman et al. 2005).
The marginal unit is the price setter for the local area. It is the generator capable of
supplying the next unit of energy at the cheapest rate, or another way of putting it: it is the most
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expensive generator that is currently dispatched. This highest priced generator will be the first to
decrease output or be turned off if demand drops, and the one to provide more energy for the
next incremental increase in demand, as lower priced units are already running at capacity.
2.3. LMP Emissions Estimation Method (LEEM)
Any incremental change in local electricity demand will result in a change in output from
the marginal generator. As long as the demand change is not large enough to result in a new
marginal unit, air emissions from the marginal unit alone will be affected by a change in load.
Therefore it is necessary to predict the marginal unit fuel type in order to estimate the real-time
air emissions that can be impacted by a small change in load. The basic outline of LEEM is to
use LMP to estimate the marginal unit fuel type, and then estimate air emissions associated with
that fuel type (Fig. 3).

LMP (Locational
Marginal Price)

Marginal Unit
Fuel Type

Real-Time Air
Emissions

Fig. 3. Outline of LEEM - LMP Emissions Estimation Method
In the paper "Modeling of Power Generation Pollutant Emissions Based on Locational
Marginal Prices for Sustainable Water Delivery" (Carter, et al. 2011) it was proposed that the
marginal unit type at a given time and place could be estimated based on LMP. The application
for the method in that example was optimization of pumping schedules in a water transmission
and distribution network. That project was funded by the Great Lakes Protection Fund (GLPF).
The research team's original goal was reduction of energy use by water systems. Soon it became
apparent that air emissions from energy use are more easily linked with environmental impacts
than just the energy use itself. Therefore, the development of a method to estimate real-time air
emissions was in line with the objectives of the GLPF.
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Others have also used LMPs to estimate emissions. LMPs were used to determine the
effect on carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions of electricity trading between Quebec with the New
York and New England ISOs (Amor, Pineau et al. 2011). Also, ISO-New England has developed
a Marginal Emission Rate Analysis that makes use of LMPs to determine how demand-side
management2 has reduced emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOX), sulfur dioxide (SO2), and CO2.
They are also using the analysis to see if energy efficiency and renewable resource projects result
in lower emissions (ISO-NewEngland 2009). Another study used an approach that is similar to
LEEM, in that it estimates the marginal unit fuel type and emissions, but using hourly system
load, not LMP. The purpose of that study was to estimate the emissions reductions that could be
realized with utility-scale battery charging, by using battery reserves during times of high
demand (Gilmore, Apt et al. 2010).
If transmission line losses are negligible, then the LMP is a function of the cost of
generation and constraint. Constraint occurs when the physical limitations of the transmission
network are reached, making it unfeasible to transmit electricity from the cheapest source to the
demand. Therefore, constraint causes a difference in prices between two different areas,
representing the respective costs of the generation types available on either side of the constraint.
Generators place bid prices that are equal to their marginal generation costs. To recover their
capital investment and fixed overhead costs, all generators are paid the system marginal cost if it
is higher than their bid cost (Chandley 2007). The cost of generation can be calculated as the
price of fuel multiplied by the efficiency, or heat rate, of the plant.
(1.a.)
(1.b.)
2

See section 2.5 for more on demand response.
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Generally, marginal units that use the same primary fuel type have similar fuel costs and
air emission profiles. Examples of fuel types used in LEEM 1.0 were coal, combined cycle
natural gas, residual fuel oil, distilled fuel oil, etc. General descriptive statistics were computed
to describe the range of marginal costs for plants of the same fuel type. Then, LMP ranges
associated with each fuel type were determined. For example, any LMP between, say, $20 and
$50 means that the marginal unit fuel type was estimated to be coal. Once the marginal fuel type
is estimated, average air emission values for each fuel type are available from several sources
(WebFIRE 2010; eGRID 2012; TRI 2012) and can be used to estimate emissions from the
marginal unit at each LMP. The ability to use LMP to directly estimate air emissions is a
powerful step, because LMPs are available for many locations in near real-time increments. For
example, the Midwest ISO (MISO) uses the Security Constrained Economic Dispatch (SCED)
program to calculate the LMP at every node, every 5 minutes (Robinson 2009). Five-minute
LMPs at some of these nodes are available as public information (MISO 2012 b), and hourly
LMPs for many more nodes are also publicly available (MISO 2012 a).
Results of LEEM include an estimate for the marginal generator, and the marginal
emissions based on LMP. Fig. 4 shows an example of marginal fuel type estimation by LEEM
1.0. The marginal fuel type for any hour is the highest priced fuel utilized during that hour.
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Locational Marginal Price ($)

$300
$250

Distillate Fuel Oil

$200

Residual Fuel Oil

$150

Other Natural Gas

$100

Combined Cycle
Natural Gas
Coal

$50

Nuclear/Renewable

$0 2 4 6 8 9 11 12 14 15 16 18 19 21 22
Hour of Day

Fig. 4. Marginal generator type estimates based on node in River Rouge, MI and day-ahead
LMPs for July 16, 2008.
Once the marginal fuel type is known for every hour, hourly marginal emissions can be
estimated. To determine the characteristic emission rate factors, the annual emission rates at
many plants are calculated as pounds pollutant emitted per Million BTUs fuel input multiplied
by the plant's efficiency (heat rate), as in Equation 2. Then the results are collected in a weighted
average for each fuel type.
(2)
where ER is Emission Rate of a specific pollutant.
Based Equation 2 and the estimated marginal generators in Fig. 4, marginal emissions
can be approximated for each hour of the day. Fig. 5 shows results for one day's greenhouse gas
(GHG) emission rates in terms of their 20-year global warming potential (Forster, Ramaswamy
et al. 2007) based on LEEM 1.0 fuel price ranges and emission rates.
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Fig. 5. Marginal emission estimates based on node near River Rouge, MI and day-ahead LMPs
for July 16, 2008.
The results from LEEM 1.0 shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 are the same type of results as
those that were applied to residential energy use with the revised LEEM 2.0. Chapter 3 will
detail those revisions.
2.4. Air Emissions from Electricity Generation
Air emissions from electric power generation have been a matter of public concern for
many years. Since the Clean Air Act was first enacted in 1970, several expansions and
amendments to the law have occurred. The latest regulatory action was Mercury and Air Toxics
Standards (MATS) for power plants, announced by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) in 2011 (EPA 2011). This law is estimated to save as much as $90 billion annually in
health costs for the American public (Mooney 2011). Many studies show that air pollutants such
as particulates, NOX, and SOX cause harm to ecological and human health (Rabl and Spadaro
2000). The Clean Air Act has been credited with preventing thousands of premature deaths, and
reducing acid deposition by as much as 40% in some regions (EPA 1997). Even with these great
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successes, harm from air emissions is by no means a thing of the past (Darrow, Klein et al.
2009).
Air emissions vary widely between plants based on the fuel type used, plant efficiency,
and pollution control technology in place. Therefore, air emissions from the marginal generator
can vary widely as the marginal generator changes, so timing of electricity use may be very
important when it comes to reducing air emissions.
2.5. Demand Response
Demand response is the ability of electricity consumers to reduce their load during
certain times such as peak load, high cost periods, or when system reliability is in jeopardy.
Electric utilities send a signal, either a price or some other incentive, that encourages consumers
to reduce their energy consumption during key times (Lui 2011). Some of the technologies that
will facilitate full implementation of demand response are smart meters that allow utilities to
communicate with customers, smart thermostats and appliances that are equipped with sensors
and controls so that they can adjust their load, and home area networks that can serve as the
interface between smart meters and appliances.
Demand response programs are already established in some areas of the U.S., such as
Texas, where the high summer temperatures lead to spikes in energy use in the afternoons due to
air conditioning. Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT), gave free sophisticated home
thermostats to customers who agreed to participate in their demand response program. The
thermostats automatically increase their set point by a few degrees during peak demand times
(Galbraith 2012).
There have been a few programs and studies (mentioned previously in Section 2.3) that
have linked emissions reductions to demand response programs (ISO-NewEngland 2009) (Keith,
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Biewald et al. 2003), but in general, the primary goal of demand response has been to mitigate
high cost periods and avoid exceeding the system's load capacity (FERC 2009).
2.6. Residential Energy Use
According to a FERC Report, the residential class represents the "most untapped
potential for demand response" (FERC 2009). Companies like General Electric are developing
smart appliances, thermostats, and home energy managers that allow consumers to choose how
the appliances behave (including functions such as "override" of demand response signals)
(Najewicz 2009). Some of the demand response-enabled appliances from GE include
refrigerators that can delay the defrost cycle, washers and dryers that can delay start times and
employ "energy saver" modes, dishwashers with delayed and modified cycle times, and superefficient electric water heaters.
One residential energy use that is likely to become more widespread in the next decade is
electric vehicle battery charging. Studies in the U.S., Ireland, and Austria have determined that
overall, GHG emissions would be reduced by displacing a portion of gas-powered cars with
electric cars (Fairley 2010; Smith 2010; van Vliet, Brouwer et al. 2011). The reduction in CO2
emissions becomes especially attractive when off-peak charging schemes are used (Smith 2010;
van Vliet, Brouwer et al. 2011). As electric vehicle market penetration grows, charging of
electric vehicles may be important to incorporate into demand response programs. California's
Public Utility Commission is already examining how utilities might use the smart meters they are
installing to choreograph charging to avoid an early-evening EV-charging peak. They even
envision eventually synchronizing timing of "smart charging" with California's wind farms
(Fairley 2010).
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If demand response is possible, it is also conceivable that we may someday have
"emissions response" programs that would reduce energy use when emission rates are at their
worst. Real-time emission estimates like those provided by LEEM would be a necessary part of
such a program.
2.7. Feedback Loops
A feedback loop is when measured data from some action influences the same action in
the future, in order to achieve or maintain a target value or range. A feedback loop is comprised
of a feedback signal (some measured parameter of interest), and a feedback mechanism (the
action taken to reduce the difference between the measured signal and the target value).
Examples of feedback loops abound in biology: a good example is the oscillation of insulin
levels in the bloodstream to maintain the proper blood sugar levels. A different example is
encouraging people to drive the speed limit by posting their actual speed next to the posted speed
limit (Goetz 2011).
The concept of a feedback loop can be applied to achieve emissions reduction through
optimized timing of energy use. The first part, the feedback signal, is performed by LEEM as
real-time emission estimates. Then, information is provided to consumers in a relevant and
comprehensible format. To do this, a smart-phone application called HERO, or Home Emissions
Read-Out, was created (Chapter 5). HERO gives consumers information on five different
pollutants in a simple visual format. HERO also educates users on the costs of pollution to
human health and the environment. The feedback mechanism is the reaction of consumers to this
information. They must use HERO's output to decide how to time their electrical uses.
Enhancements due to feedback loops have been observed to improve outcomes across
many different disciplines by about 10 percent more than traditional methods (Goetz 2011). This
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applies to topics including smoking cessation, dieting, and energy consumption. Ten percent
might not seem like a very big difference, but small changes made by many consumers can add
up. A company called Opower is using "peer pressure" to motivate people to save small amounts
of energy. Opower has improved the typical energy bill to include information (feedback) that
compares the consumer's energy use to their neighbors. Dan Yates, CEO of OPower (Opower
2012) gave a talk about how "Incrementalism is Powerful." As of June 2012, OPower's electric
utility customers saved over 1 Terra-Watt-hr of electricity. To put this in perspective, in one
year's time, these incremental energy savings added up to the equivalent energy produced by half
of the entire US solar industry (Yates 2012). Emission feedback tools, such as HERO, have the
potential to make similar impacts. More information on HERO, and how it fits in with the
concept of feedback loops, is presented in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 3 - IMPROVEMENTS TO LMP EMISSIONS
ESTIMATION METHOD (LEEM)
While LEEM 1.0 represented an important step forward, several key deficiencies were
noted in its initial application. These deficiencies were addressed to produce the second
generation, LEEM 2.0. To estimate the cost of fuel and determine generation cost ranges for
LEEM 2.0, data from actual power plants were used instead of state and nationwide averages.
Emission estimates in LEEM 1.0 were based on national average emission rates. In LEEM 2.0,
local emission rates were determined. LEEM 2.0 is considerably improved from the first version,
but it is by no means a perfect model. At the end of the chapter, suggestions will be offered for
future work that could lead to an even better "LEEM 3.0."
A note about the scope of LEEM
It is important to note that this research focuses specifically on reduction of air emissions
from power production. This project is only concerned with quantifying the change in air
emissions that result from incremental changes in energy use. Although power generation
admittedly has other environmental costs beyond air emissions, those are beyond the scope of
this project.
One of the main concerns when including only air emissions in the quantification of
environmental impact is that nuclear power generation results in "zero" emissions, giving it the
same environmental cost factor as renewable power sources like solar, wind, and hydro-electric.
LEEM simply shows: in a power network with pre-existing nuclear generation capacity, at times
when nuclear is the marginal fuel type, there is no increase in air emissions from an incremental
increase in demand. This is very different than suggesting that nuclear power causes no
environmental or safety concerns.
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3.1. Study area and constraint
Study Area
In LEEM 1.0, the application areas for fuel costs, emissions, and LMPs were
inconsistent. Fuel costs reflected statewide average prices, and emissions data reflected national
average emission factors. In LEEM 2.0, an attempt was made to standardize procedures by
basing everything on the level of subregions, which are defined by the U.S. EPA's Emissions &
Generation Resource Integrated Database (eGRID) (eGRID 2012) and shown in Fig. 6. "An
eGRID subregion represents a portion of the US power grid that is contained within a single
North America Electric Reliability Council (NERC) region, and generally represents sections of
the power grid which have similar emissions and resource mix characteristics, and may be
partially isolated by transmission constraints" (EnergyStar 2012).

Fig. 6. Map of eGRID subregions (eGRID 2012)
3.2. Generation Cost
Major changes were made to the calculation of generation cost for LEEM 2.0. The first
change was already explained, that fuel prices are calculated by eGRID subregion instead of by
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state. Other differences were the data source for fuel prices, the way fuel types were categorized,
and the way price boundaries between fuel types were determined.
In order to link LMPs with a marginal fuel type, the actual generation cost for each fuel
type was calculated using the quantity of fuel consumed, price paid for fuel, and efficiency (heat
rate) of the plant. Ranges of generation costs associated with each marginal fuel type were
statistically determined. With the reasonable tenet that LMP is a good approximation for
marginal generation cost (discussed in Sections 2.2-2.3), a direct link between LMP and
marginal fuel type was made.
Step 1: Calculate individual plant generation cost
The plant generation cost is a function of the price paid for fuel and the heat rate. The
marginal cost (in dollars per Megawatt-hour of electricity produced) was computed as the cost of
fuel per MMBtu multiplied by the plant's efficiency (heat rate).
(3.a.)
(3.b.)
LEEM 1.0 used statewide average fuel prices for coal and natural gas prices (EIA 2011;
EIA 2011) and nationwide averages for fuel oil prices (EIA 2011). An improvement to LEEM
was made by using actual reported monthly fuel prices for each plant instead of assigning state or
nationwide average values to all plants. The Energy Information Administration (EIA) reports
monthly data for approximately 1700 power plants in the United States. The actual price data
was available in Form EIA-923 (EIA 2012) in recent years since 2008, and in Form FERC-423
(FERC 2007) in earlier years. Fuel prices are reported as price per heat content of the fuel
($/MMBtu). Plant heat rates in MMBtus of fuel consumed per MWh electricity output could be
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calculated from the data available in EIA-923. In the eGRID subregion RFCM, fuel price data
for 65 plants was available.
Data for some plants was not included for various reasons. Some plants, such as those
that only operate for a few hours out of the whole year, actually use more energy than they
generate, so their net annual generation is negative. These plants would have nonsensical
negative heat rates (MMBtu/MWh) and negative emission rates (lbs/MWh), and so they were
excluded. Also, some plants had impossible, greater than 100 percent efficiencies according to
the EIA data, so they were also excluded. With the suitable data selected, marginal cost was
calculated, as in Equation 3, to yield a list of plants with associated generation cost per MWh.
Step 2: Categorize fuel types
The EIA-923 data reports the primary fuel type such as natural gas, coal, or petroleum for
each plant. In many cases, a more specific fuel type is also reported, such as bituminous or subbituminous coal. The prime mover is also reported. Examples of prime movers are steam turbine,
internal combustion, several types of combined cycles engines, etc. For several reasons, it was
impractical to report each of these fuel and prime mover types separately. One reason is that
certain fuel types often fall into the same range of generation costs, making it very unlikely that
the marginal fuel type and distinct prime mover could be determined based on LMP alone.
Generation costs in 2009 were calculated for plants in the eGRID regions covered by the
Midwest ISO3. All plants with price data available were sorted by fuel type and from lowest to
highest cost. The net annual generation (MWh) for each plant was tallied into price bins. Then
the log-normal distribution curve of the prices, weighted by amount of power generated at each
bin, was plotted4. Log-Normal plots were used because they tended to match the actual data

3
4

Midwestern eGRID regions represented: MROE, MROW, RFCM, RFCW, SRMW.
The log-normal curve tended to best represent the actual distribution of the price data.
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better than standard normal or Weibull distributions. The results displayed in Fig. 7 show the
probability curves before any attempt was made to sort fuel types into broader groups.
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Fig. 7. Log-normal distribution curves of fuel prices for generating plants in MISO, 2009.
Since the goal was to estimate the marginal fuel type based on LMP alone, some of these
curves needed to be combined. For example, lignite, bituminous, sub-bituminous coal, and coke
were combined into the blanket category, COAL. Based on graphs like Fig. 7, and on the way
available emissions data is categorized, fuel types were grouped into categories (Table 1).
Table 1. Fuel types sorted into categories
Specific fuel types
Broader Category
Coal-Lignite
Coal
Coal-Bituminous
Coal
Coal-Sub-bituminous
Coal
Petroleum Coke
Coal
Natural Gas
Natural Gas
Distilled Fuel Oil
Oil
Residual Fuel Oil
Oil
Another reason to group fuel-generator types into broader categories is that reported
emissions data is linked to primary fuel type of the power plant, but not specifically to each
generator at a plant. Formerly, LEEM 1.0 kept specific fuel-generator types separate, such as
combined cycle, simple cycle, and other natural gas, and residual and distilled fuel oil. Since the
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national emission factors that LEEM 1.0 used were specific to the fuel and generator type, this
made sense at the time. However, with emission rates as reported by plant, specific generator
types cannot be linked to local emission factors5. Therefore, power plants were categorized into
simple groups of coal, natural gas, and petroleum (oil). The resulting probability price curves are
shown in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8. Log-normal distribution curves of fuel prices for generating plants in MISO, 2009-broad
categories.
Step 3: Determine LMP price ranges
LEEM 1.0 determined the LMP price ranges that define marginal fuel type simply by
choosing the median of the prices and setting that as the dividing line. In LEEM 2.0, two
different approaches were tried; the first used log-normal distribution curves of plant fuel prices,
and the second looked at histograms of the plant fuel prices.
If the data consistently follows the log-normal distribution, the price associated with the
intersection of the cost curves for two fuel types, as indicated in Fig. 8, reflects the break point
between one marginal fuel type and another. So based on this approach (the example in Fig. 8
showing the entire Midwest ISO region in 2009), price boundaries between coal, natural gas, and
oil were determined for each individual subregion within MISO. (See Fig. 6 to view map of
5

More information on emissions factors is in the next section, 3.4. Local Emission Rates.
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subregions MROE, MROW, RFCM, RFCW, and SRMW, and Appendix Table A.4 for fuel price
ranges by subregion.)
For a closer look at the data, histograms of the plant fuel prices were made (Fig. 9). These
histograms revealed that the data is not always normally distributed. If each fuel type is
displayed on a histogram chart, boundaries can again be drawn. This method yields an answer
that is only as precise as the size of bins used; in this case, each bin represented a price range of
$5.00.

Fig. 9. Histogram of fuel prices for generating plants in Midwest ISO, 2009.
Since no price data is available for nuclear or renewable power, and its marginal cost is
very low, a reasonable estimate must be made. Since none of the calculated coal prices fell into
the '$10 and below' bin, the marginal fuel type at LMPs below $10 could reasonably be expected
to be nuclear or renewable power. Even though the deterministic (histogram) approach produces
a less precise estimate, it might more accurately describe actual conditions than the stochastic
approach, which is based on the assumption of log-normally distributed prices. Results of the
two approaches are summarized in Table 2. It is reassuring to observe that the price boundaries
as determined by both methods are similar.
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Table 2. Price ranges for fuel types, Midwest United States, 2009.
Fuel type
Price range based on logPrice range based on
normal distribution
histograms
Nuclear or renewable
-< $10
Coal
< $42.51
$10 - $40
Natural gas
$42.51 - $94.52
$40 - $105
Oil
> $94.52
> $105
3.3. Local Emission Rates
In LEEM 1.0, national average emission rate factors were used to estimate emissions for
each fuel type. Since the electric generation portfolio in different regions is characterized by
different fuels, types of generators, and technologies, pollutant emissions per power output can
vary widely from region to region (even for the same fuel type). For this reason, it is appropriate
to use regional emission rates (lbs pollutant per MWh) rather than national average rates when
possible. Regional emission data is available for certain pollutants that are reported to the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA): nitrogen oxides (NOX), sulfur dioxide (SO2), and the
greenhouse gases: carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), and nitrous oxide (N2O).
Emissions & Generation Resource Integrated Database (eGRID)
In LEEM 2.0, the average regional emission rates were calculated using data from the
EPA's latest (2012) version of eGRID, or "Emissions & Generation Resource Integrated
Database." This database includes "environmental characteristics of almost all electric power
generated in the United States. These environmental characteristics include air emissions for
nitrogen oxides, sulfur dioxide, carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide; emissions rates; net
generation; resource mix; and many other attributes" (eGRID 2012). Emissions data, presented
for each power plant in the database, was pared down to the local level by selecting the eGRID
subregions such as RFCM (ReliabilityFirst Corporation-Michigan), which covers the lower
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peninsula of Michigan, as an example. Other subregions that overlap with the MISO footprint are
MROE, MROW, RFCW, and SRMW. These areas are shown in Fig. 6.
Information regarding 148 power plants in RFCM was sorted according to the primary
fuel type. Emission rates at each plant for NOX, SO2, and CO2 equivalents6 (Forster,
Ramaswamy et al. 2007) are reported in pounds pollutant per megawatt-hour electricity
generated. The average emission rate was calculated for each fuel type and for each pollutant
based on all plants in the region. This average is weighted by electricity production at each plant
according to Equation 4:
(4)
where ER is Emission Rate of a specific pollutant (lbs/MWh) and NetGen is Net Annual
Generation (MWh).
One difficulty when estimating emission rates is that many plants (especially oil-powered
plants) have negative net generation, meaning that the plant consumed more energy than it
produced annually. This is because these plants only generate power for a few hours out of the
entire year, and the rest of the time actually consume some low level of energy. The emission
factors (lbs/MWh) are therefore negative. In order to deal with impossible negative emission
rates, plants with negative net generation were simply excluded from the calculations. By
excluding these plants, the emission rates for fuel oil appear perhaps more favorable (lower) than
they should be. However, using eGRID data, this is the best option, and indeed, the EPA itself
deals with these plants by excluding them in the same manner from eGRID's regional aggregated
calculations. It is very important to keep this point in mind, because the result is that fuel oil

6

CO2 equivalents are calculated based on the combined global warming potential of CO 2, CH4, and N2O.
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plants are estimated to have favorable emission rates compared to coal in some cases, when in
reality this may be backwards.
The results from eGRID are contained in Table 3 below.
Table 3. Local emission rates by plant fuel generation category, RFCM year 2009 data.
Coal
Natural gas
Fuel oil
Rate
Std. dev.
Rate
Std. dev.
Rate
Std. dev.
Pollutant
(lb/MWh) (lb/MWh) (lb/MWh) (lb/MWh) (lb/MWh) (lb/MWh)
NOX
2.31
0.49
24.37
2.40
27.8
12.8
SO2
8.27
0.04
2.01
4.46
8.05
0.95
CO2 equivalents
2159
903
1911
735
8197
734
The method of calculating weighted averages for each fuel type while excluding plants
with negative generation to needed to be verified. Along with emissions for each plant, the EPA
provides regional average emission rates as part of eGRID. Regional emission rates are not
separated by fuel type, but rather reported as overall emission rates for an entire dataset, such as
all of subregion RFCM or all of Michigan. Therefore, a weighted average for the whole region
was calculated from the emission rates for each fuel type (Equation 5). This average was
compared to the EPA's reported regional rates for RFCM (Fig. 10).
(5)
The calculated weighted averages for the region RFCM in 2009 matched the subregion
data provided by the EPA with less than 1% difference for all three pollutants (Fig. 10). This
verified that the method of calculating emission rates for each fuel type agreed with the EPA's
calculations for plants in the lower peninsula of Michigan.
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Fig. 10. Local (RFCM) and National Pollutant Emissions Rates, in lbs/MWh, 2009.
The local emission rates that were calculated and verified by comparison to the eGRID
subregion RFCM differ significantly from the EPA-reported national average pollutant emissions
(Fig. 10). This highlights the importance of utilizing location-specific emission rates to most
accurately predict the emissions resulting from electricity use in a particular location.
Nuclear plants and various sources of renewable energy such as hydropower dams, wind,
and solar, generally have zero air emissions. Nuclear power occasionally has some emissions of
lead, as noted below in the section about the Toxic Release Inventory (TRI). Also, sometimes a
nuclear plant or a dam has auxiliary power sources on site such as a distilled fuel oil generator,
which produces emissions that, because of the way data is reported, get attributed to the nuclear
or hydro-power source. Since both nuclear and several types of renewable sources have
essentially no air emissions, they are included in the same category.
Toxic Release Inventory (TRI)
Another data source used to calculate local emission rates for certain pollutants that are
not included in eGRID is the TRI, or Toxic Release Inventory (TRI 2012). The TRI reports
annual releases of many toxic chemicals from power plants and other industrial facilities on a
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monthly basis if they exceed a specified threshold. Chemicals of concern such as mercury, lead,
dioxins, and hydrochloric acids can be found in the TRI. As with the eGRID data, the TRI can be
narrowed down to only plants in a specific region or state, and local emission rates can be
calculated from there. Table 4 contains local emission rates for lead and mercury calculated from
the TRI.
Table 4. Local TRI pollutant emissions, in lbs/MWh, RFCM year 2009 data.
Pollutant
Coal
Nuclear7
-5
Mercury
4.44×10
0
Lead
8.80×10-5
7.97×10-8
Web Factor Information REtrieval (WebFIRE)
Local emission rates such as those that were calculated for RFCM should be used
whenever possible. However, local emission data is not available for all pollutants and all fuel
types, and in that case, another source must be used. Emission rates for other pollutants that are
not reported by eGRID or the TRI are available in the EPA's WebFIRE (Factor Information
Retrieval) Data System. WebFIRE contains national average emission rates that are very specific
to the type of fuel, generator, and pollution controls. These are the emission factors that were
used in LEEM 1.0. Since the emission rate for a particular pollutant can vary by orders of
magnitude based on these factors, it is very important to select the emission factor that best
represents actual local conditions. Selection of the most representative emission factor from
WebFIRE is very difficult in cases where detailed generator specifications are not available or
unknown. Therefore, WebFIRE should only be used when there are no better local estimates
available.
In LEEM 2.0, WebFIRE emission factors were used only for mercury and lead emissions
from natural gas and oil, since local information in these cases was not available (Table 5).
7

It should be noted that the emissions of lead from nuclear generation in this region may actually be due to back-up
oil generators at one nuclear plant.
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Table 5. WebFIRE pollutant emissions, in lbs/MWh, RFCM 2009.
Pollutant
Natural Gas
Oil
Mercury
3.6×10-6
5.81×10-6
Lead
1.7×10-6
3.65×10-5
All five emission factors for several regions are summarized in Appendix Table 3.A.
3.4. Conclusions and Recommendations for Further Research
LEEM 2.0 includes major improvements that should result in more accurate emission
estimates than LEEM 1.0, but there is still much work to be done.
Some of the room for improvement has to do with availability of data. For instance, the
fact that local emission levels are available in eGRID by plant, but not by generator, is a source
of error. Some plants may have several coal generators, and natural gas or oil generators as well.
For more accurate emission estimates, separate fuel prices, heat rates, and emission rates would
have to be reported for each generator separately. Another major problem with eGRID data is
that some plants (especially fuel oil) have negative annual net generation, and are excluded from
the calculations, resulting in unfairly lower average emission rates. A data set that may prove
useful and should be explored further is the Air Markets Program Data (AMPD 2012). This
database can be queried for hourly and daily information on load, heat input, and emissions for
specific generators. If this data could be combined with fuel pricing, a more specific and perhaps
realistic model could be created. The problem of negative net annual generation may also be
circumvented with real hourly output information.
Another source of error may be the way fuel groups are categorized. Residual fuel oil
(RFO), was categorized with distilled fuel oil (DFO) because of their similarity in emission
profiles. But as Fig. 7 shows, the generation cost for RFO in some regions is actually more
similar to natural gas than it is to distilled fuel oil.
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One of the main challenges with LEEM so far has been an inability to validate the results.
The actual marginal generator is not public information, so there is no easy way to determine
whether or not LEEM is a valid approach. Some research is currently being done to validate
LEEM by using an IEEE test system that is similar in size to the eGRID subregion RFCM
(Grigg, Wong et al. 1999). The marginal unit type as estimated by LEEM is being compared to
the marginal unit as determined by the virtual power system. Early conclusions from this work
tend to indicate that a probabilistic approach to determine the marginal unit may yield much
more realistic emission estimates. A membership function, which is a concept in Fuzzy Logic,
looks promising as a method of estimating the fuel "mix" of marginal units. Instead of predicting
one marginal unit at a given price, the membership function gives a degree of truth between 0
and 1 to each fuel type at a given LMP (Zadeh 1965). As opposed to deterministically choosing
one fuel type at an LMP, this probabilistic approach is likely the way LEEM 3.0 will function in
the future.
Comparing LEEM's marginal fuel type estimates to a virtual test system is the best
approach available for now, since the actual marginal units are not published by ISOs. However,
if timing of electricity proves to have a substantial impact on overall air emissions from power
production, perhaps ISOs themselves should publish real-time emission estimates, in the form of
"Locational Marginal Emissions" or LMEs, similar to LMPs. LMEs could serve as signals to
initiate emission response by consumers who want to lower their environmental impact. If LMEs
were available as ISO-provided emission estimates, third parties would find a method such as
LEEM unnecessary.
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CHAPTER 4 - EMISSIONS FROM RESIDENTIAL ENERGY USE
Through simulation of various scenarios, the impact that selective timing of electricity
use can have on emissions was explored. Without changing the overall energy consumption,
could timing alone reduce air emissions; to what degree? Residential energy use, specifically,
was examined under this context. To determine the maximum possible impact that timing of
residential energy demand could have on emissions, a "typical" American household was
defined, and the timing of specific household appliances and electric cars was manipulated to
create best and worst-cases. Emissions were estimated based on LEEM 2.0. Timing schedules
were determined using formulas and spreadsheets in Microsoft Excel 2007.
4.1. Methods: Household Appliances
Identification of Appliances
As a first characterization of the "typical" American household, several household
appliances were identified that could be reasonably "timed." Theoretically, these select
appliances would be placed on a controller and set to run only when emissions are lowest.
Appliances that are needed "on command" by consumers were not included. For example, it is
reasonable that a dishwasher might cycle only at a time in the night when the controller allows it
to, but most consumers would not be willing to delay using a stove, television, or lighting for the
sake of lowering emissions. The appliances that were deemed "shiftable" in time are the water
heater, refrigerator defrost cycle, dishwasher, clothes washer, and clothes dryer.
Electronics, lighting, and most conspicuously, heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
(HVAC), were left out of the study. It was assumed that consumers would not be willing to
change their use of electronics and lighting according to emission rates. Though HVAC
represents the largest portion of home energy use, and shows great potential for emissions
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reduction though timing, a significantly more in-depth analysis and more robust model would be
required to accurately portray the effect of timing HVAC on emissions, including factors such as
historical weather patterns, consumer habits, etc. Moreover, demand response technology for
peak shaving, especially related to HVAC, is a field that is already being heavily researched and
will certainly garner much further attention and investigation. Controlled timing and reduction of
air conditioning is currently being incorporated into peak shaving demand-response programs at
electric utilities across the United States. Examples include DTE Energy (Summerville 2010)
and electric utilities in Texas under ERCOT, the Electric Reliability Council of Texas (Galbraith
2012).
Definition of "typical" household and appliance characteristics
After the appliances of interest were identified, "typical" power draw (wattage), cycle
time, and frequency of use were estimated. These values, along with overall household energy
use, were defined for a base case household (Table 6).

Appliance

Water Heater
Defrost Cycle
Dishwasher
Clothes Washer
Clothes Dryer

Table 6. Typical Household Appliances
Frequency
Cycle
Power
Energy/
Intermittent
Length
(kW)
cycle
(Y/N)
(d-1)
(hrs)
(kWh)
1.00
3.00
1.29
3.87
YES
2.00
0.33
0.70
0.23
NO
0.50
2.0
0.98
1.97
NO
1.00
0.5
0.61
0.31
NO
0.86
0.75
4.59
3.44
NO

Preferred
Time8
Hr (1 - 24)
4
1
22
20
19

Since actual energy use patterns vary widely from household to household and from
region to region, the following definitions for the base case household and appliances may
appear simplistic. However, the creation of a "typical" household was necessary for the purposes
of this study, and the estimates provided a sufficient basis for estimating the effect of timing on
8

The purpose of the preferred time is explained under the next subheading "Best Case." Each hour number
corresponds to (x - 1 = time), i.e., 1 = 00:00 hrs, 4=03:00 hrs, 19 = 18:00 hrs, etc.
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emissions. Information from many sources was agglomerated to depict the average household,
such as the US EPA's Energy Star Program (EnergyStar 2009), the Energy Information
Administration's Residential Energy Consumption Survey (EIA 2005), and smart appliance
product reports from General Electric (BeyWatch 2009; GE 2009; Najewicz 2009).
Since several of the calculations for appliances were based on the percent of total
household energy that the appliance typically consumes, it was necessary to assume a value for
the total household energy use. The "base case" household was assumed to be a typical customer
of DTE Energy, a utility serving Southeast Michigan9. At the time of the calculation in 2011, the
average DTE Energy residential customer bill was $85.00 per month, which indicates that the
average household consumed about 23 kWh per day (DTEEnergy 2011). This value is close to
the average energy use of 25.2 kWh per day per household reported by the Energy Information
Administration (EIA 2001) for the East North Central Region, which includes Michigan.
An electric water heater was one of the first appliances identified as being convenient to
time based on emissions. As long as the tank is well-insulated, heating can theoretically take
place at any time of the day between large water withdrawals without inconveniencing the
consumer. Since water heaters typically account for 16.8% of residential energy (EnergyStar
2009), the water heater was defined as using 16.8% of 23 kWh per day, or 3.87 kWh per day.
With an assumed heating time of 3 hours per day, the power consumption of 1.29 kW was
computed. Another factor that was necessary to determine was whether or not the appliance
could be run intermittently. Intermittent, in this case, means that the entire cycle, or duration of
time when the appliance is on, does not have to occur in contiguous hours. For example, water

9

Although electricity use may vary widely across the United States, and even though several different locations and
utility companies through the MISO region were examined in this study, the "typical" household remained as
defined by the average DTE Energy customer.
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heater operation is intermittent since it can be on for an hour, then off for a few hours, then
turned back on.
The refrigerator defrost cycle is the next appliance that will result in no inconvenience to
the consumer when timed by a controller. Indeed, General Electric is already working on a
refrigerator that will delay the defrost cycle so that it avoids running during periods of peak
electric demand (BeyWatch 2009). The same function could be used for periods of the highest
emissions. The defrost cycle varies widely for different ages and models of refrigerators, but the
"typical" defroster was defined as running every 12 hours with a 20 minute cycle time, and a
wattage 700 W. This cycle was not considered intermittent.
The next three appliances: the dishwasher, clothes washer, and clothes dryer, are not as
"invisible" to consumers as the water heater and defrost cycle timing, but it was deemed
reasonable that the use of these appliances could be shifted in time if the controls technology was
in place to do so. The dishwasher was assigned an energy use of 550 kWh per year, similar to
standard (non-Energy Star certified) dishwashers (FYPower 2012) and the cycle length was
assumed to be 2 hours. According to a survey by The Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance and
The Consortium for Energy Efficiency, the average household runs their dishwasher 5.38 times
per week, or 0.77 times per day. For simplification, it was assumed that the dishwasher was run
every other day (0.5 times per day).
The clothes washer frequency of 392 loads per year, or 1.07 per day is given by the US
Department of Energy (DOE 2012). This was rounded to 1 load per day, with an assumed cycle
time of 30 minutes and an energy use of 120 kWh per year (EIA 2001) was used to estimate the
power draw in watts.
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The last appliance included in this study, the clothes dryer, was based on the assumption
that 80% of yearly loads washed are also dried. (Some loads are dried on a clothes line and
others may be combined into one dryer load.) This is reasonable because EIA survey data show
that less people own and use clothes dryers than clothes washers. The same survey shows that
the households in the United States expend 5.8% of their total annual energy use on their clothes
dryer (EIA 2001). This yields an estimate of 3.4 kWh per load. The cycle length was assumed to
be 45 minutes.
4.2. Best and worst cases for emissions: household appliances
To define the best case scenario, data inputs needed are: the typical appliance
specifications as summarized in Table 6, historical LMP values, and emission rates and
generation costs for different marginal fuel types, contained in LEEM.
The first set of historical hourly-average LMP values used were for the entire year of
2009 and from a node located in Detroit Edison Company's service footprint, in Monroe
Michigan. An example of this data is shown in Table 7.
Table 7. Average hourly LMP for select times, node in Monroe, MI (MISO 2012)
Market
Node
Type
Value
Hr07
Hr08
Hr09
Hr10
day
1
Deco.Monroe3 Gennode
LMP
24.48
53.83
30.18
39.59
2
Deco.Monroe3 Gennode
LMP
36.83
59.69
50.64
36.99
3
Deco.Monroe3 Gennode
LMP
63.06
62.23
58.12
46.7
4
Deco.Monroe3 Gennode
LMP
51.91
68.63
82.58
88.07
Using the LMPs and calculated fuel price ranges for RFCM in 2009 (similar to those for
MISO in Table 2), the fuel type for every hour of the year was estimated (Table 8).
Table 8. Marginal Fuel Types based on LMP data, node in Monroe, MI
Market day
Hr07
Hr08
Hr09
Hr10
1
COAL
NATG
COAL
COAL
NATG
AS
NATG
2
COAL
COAL
AS
AS
NATG
3
NATGAS NATG
COAL
AS
AS
NATG
4
NATGAS NATG
OIL
AS
AS
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Once the fuel type was known, the average associated emission rates for that fuel were
used to come up with the hourly marginal emission rates. The calculation of emission rates
associated with fuel types were described previously in Chapter 3, and are summarized in
Appendix Table 3.A for plants in subregion RFCM.
Best Case
The best-case must be determined with a target pollutant in mind. The five pollutants
included in this study were sulfur dioxide (SO2), nitrous oxide (NOX), carbon dioxide
equivalents (CO2 Eq), mercury (Hg), and lead (Pb). Each of the five pollutants were evaluated
separately as the target pollutant to yield different operating schedules. Table 9 shows the hourly
emission rates when NOX is the target pollutant of concern.
Table 9. Emissions Rate of Target Pollutant NOX (lbs/MWh), node in Monroe, MI
Market_day
Hr07
Hr08
Hr09
Hr10
1
2.31
0.487
2.31
2.31
2
2.31
0.487
0.487
2.31
3
0.487
0.487
0.487
2.31
4
0.487
0.487
0.487
24.59
Next, since there were four fuel types in this region, each hour could be assigned an
emission ranking of 1 to 4; 1 being the most desired outcome (lowest emissions) and 4 being the
last choice. Then, if a given hour was ranked as one of the best of the day, it was chosen as an
operating hour, and the appliance would be "ON" for that time. For instance, since the water
heater has to run for 3 hours each day, the optimization automatically chooses the three hours of
each day with the lowest levels of the target emission type (example in Table 10).
Table 10. Ranking based on best case NOX emission rate, node in Monroe, MI
Market_day
Hr07
Hr08
Hr09
Hr10
1
3
2
3
3
2
3
2
2
3
3
2
2
2
3
4
2
2
2
4
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To avoid problems in situations where many hours might all have the same low emission
rate, a "preferred time" was assigned to each appliance (Table 6). Microsoft Excel formulas were
written to pick the hours with lowest emissions, then out of these hours, choose those that were
closest to the preferred hour of operation. For example, the water heater has a cycle time of three
hours, and those hours can be intermittent. So, out of the hours of the day with the lowest
emissions rate for NOX, the three hours that are closest to the preferred time of Hour 4 (which is
3:00 am) are chosen.
Table 11. Water heater operation-best case NOX, node in Monroe, MI
Market_day
Hr07
Hr08
Hr09
Hr10
1
OFF
OFF
OFF
ON
2
OFF
OFF
ON
ON
3
OFF
ON
ON
ON
4
OFF
ON
ON
ON
Based on operating hours as determined for the water heater in Table 11 for the NOX best
case, the emission rate of NOX and other pollutants can be computed for every hour (example in
Table 12).
Table 12. Emission rates for water heater operation-best case NOX, node in Monroe, MI
Market_day
Hr07
Hr08
Hr09
Hr10
6x10-4
1
0.0
0.0
0.0
-4
-4
6x10
2
0.0
6x10
0.0
-4
-4
-4
6x10
3
6x10
6x10
0.0
-4
4
6x10-4 6x10
6x10-4
0.0
Once the operating hours are determined, the emissions that result from the energy use
are calculated for the hours that the appliance is in use. Emissions are equal to the wattage of the
appliance, multiplied by the emission rate and the cycle time (Equation 6).
(6)
where ER is Emission Rate of a specific pollutant.
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Emissions from every hour can be summed to find the total emissions from each of the
five appliances for the whole year. Emissions of the target pollutant as well as the other
pollutants are calculated.
Worst case
For the worst case scenario, the only part of the optimization that needed to change was
the emission rates ranking (Table 10). Instead of assigning the lowest emission rate with the best
ranking (1), the highest emission rate was chosen. Lowest emission rates were ranked last. This
resulted in the appliances switched "ON" during the hours of the day with the highest possible
values for the target pollutant. Comparison between the best case and worst case shows the
maximum impact that timing can have on emissions from appliances.
4.3. Results and discussion: household appliances
2009 RFCM Results
The results show that the timing of household appliances can have a significant effect on
air emissions from electric generation. It is useful to remember that these findings are only valid
in keeping with the previous assumption that any marginal change in electricity will cause a
marginal increase or decrease only in the marginal generating unit.
Emissions attributed to the electricity use of the five included appliances varied
significantly from the best case to the worst case, and depended on the target pollutant. As
mentioned before, each pollutant was evaluated separately, to come up with a timing operation
scheme for the best and worst cases for that particular pollutant. Values of the other pollutants
that resulted from the operating scheme were also recorded. For instance, when sulfur dioxide
was the target pollutant, the best case scenario yielded 2.57 lbs of SO2/MWh on average over the
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entire year. The values of nitrous oxide, carbon dioxide, mercury, and lead that correspond with
the best case sulfur dioxide scenario were also calculated (Table 13).
Table 13. Household appliance emissions, best and worst cases, node in Monroe, MI, 2009
Best/worst
lbs
lbs
lbs CO2
lbs Hg/
case based
Case
kWh
SO2/
NOX/
lbs Pb/ MWh
Eq/MWh
MWh
on:
MWh
MWh
Best
3160
2.57
1.55
1035
1.49 x 10-5
2.82 x 10-5
SO2
-5
Worst
3151
8.27
2.31
2159
4.44 x 10
8.80 x 10-5
NOX

Best
Worst

3156
3151

2.87
7.25

0.97
5.97

1060
2118

1.66 x 10-5
3.80 x 10-5

3.10 x 10-5
7.95 x 10-5

CO2 Eq

Best
Worst

3160
3151

2.57
8.27

1.55
2.31

1035
2159

1.49 x 10-5
4.44 x 10-5

2.82 x 10-5
8.80 x 10-5

Hg

Best
Worst

3160
3151

2.57
8.27

1.55
2.31

1035
2159

1.49 x 10-5
4.44 x 10-5

2.82 x 10-5
8.80 x 10-5

Pb

Best
Worst

3160
3151

2.57
8.27

1.55
2.31

1035
2159

1.49 x 10-5
4.44 x 10-5

2.82 x 10-5
8.80 x 10-5

The percent change from the worst case to the best case was calculated as in Equation 7,
and results are shown in Table 14. Percent change from worst case to best case represents the
maximum impact that timing can have on emissions.
(7)
where 'ER' is Emission Rate of a specific pollutant.
Table 14. Change in emissions (reductions in green, increases in red) from worst case to best
case, for select appliances, node in Monroe, MI, 2009.
Target Pollutant
SO2
NOX
CO2 Eq
Hg
Pb

SO2
-69%
-60%
-69%
-69%
-69%

NOX
-33%
-84%
-33%
-33%
-33%

CO2 Eq
-52%
-50%
-52%
-52%
-52%

Hg
-66%
-56%
-66%
-66%
-66%

Pb
-68%
-61%
-68%
-68%
-68%

For the particular year and node location in the tables above, 2009 in Monroe, MI, within
the RFCM region, the best case scenario reduces emissions from the five appliances by up to
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84%. In this case, a simultaneous reduction of all five pollutants occurs for each targeted
pollutant.
All of the target pollutants except for NOX yield the exact same results. Operating
schemes based on SO2, CO2 equivalents, Hg, and Pb as target pollutants all yield the same
overall emissions over the year. This is because fuel types were ranked in the same order for
emissions of SO2, CO2 equivalents, Hg, and Pb. In RFCM for 2009, the ranking order from
highest emission rate to lowest for those four pollutants was: coal, oil, natural gas,
nuclear/renewable. For NOX however, the ranking was different: first oil, then coal, natural gas,
nuclear/renewable. Accordingly, different operating times will be chosen when NOX is the target
pollutant.
In order to put this emissions reduction into perspective, it is useful to estimate what the
percent reduction would be for the whole house. Consistent with the average DTE customer that
was used as a basis, the total annual household energy use is 8,403 kWh/yr, and the energy use
of the five appliances calculated as about 3,155 kWh/yr represents 38% of the total household
energy. Assuming that the rest of the household's energy use has the same effective emissions
rate as the entire RFCM region for 2009, the overall change in emissions for the household can
be estimated. The change in emissions from worst case to best case for the whole household is
shown below in Table 15.
Table 15. Change in emissions (reductions in green, increases in red) from worst case to best
case, for entire household, node in Monroe, MI, 2009
Target Pollutant
SO2
NOX
CO2 Eq
Hg
Pb

SO2
-31%
-25%
-31%
-31%
-31%

NOX
-14%
-56%
-14%
-14%
-14%

CO2 Eq
-23%
-22%
-23%
-23%
-23%

Hg
-30%
-23%
-30%
-30%
-30%

Pb
-31%
-26%
-31%
-31%
-31%
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For this case, the five pollutants that result from a single home's energy use could have
been reduced on average by 26%. This is a significant reduction in pollutants, particularly since
this change is the result of timing alone and will not require changes the amount of energy used.
It seems that timing of energy use could be a powerful emissions-reduction tool, especially if
other energy loads like HVAC were included in the analysis.
Another way to look at these emissions is at an even higher level yet: that is, how does
timing of just these five appliances affect the overall emissions for the entire RFCM region?
Residential energy use accounted for 33.5% of the total retail sales of electricity in Michigan in
2009 (EIA 2010). Again, assuming the remaining energy demand (industrial and commercial)
has the same effective average emission rates as the entire region, the emissions impact for the
whole region can be found. As an example, the 61-68% reduction in lead emissions from the five
appliances shown in Table 14 would result in a 9-11% reduction in overall lead emissions for the
region (Table 16) if every household operated according to the best and worst-case timing
schemes. This is a good example of how a small change, just the timing of a few appliances, can
make a difference10.
Table 16. Change in emissions (reductions in green, increases in red) from worst to best case,
entire RFCM region, node in Monroe, MI, 2009
Target Pollutant
SO2
NOX
CO2 Eq
Hg
Pb

SO2
-11%
-9%
-11%
-11%
-11%

NOX
-5%
-27%
-5%
-5%
-5%

CO2 Eq
-8%
-8%
-8%
-8%
-8%

Hg
-11%
-8%
-11%
-11%
-11%

Pb
-11%
-9%
-11%
-11%
-11%

In order to check if the results seen for one node near Monroe, MI are indicative of the
entire region, another node within RFCM was chosen. The other node is near Midland, MI. The

10

Caution must be taken with these results, because LEEM can truly only estimate emissions from the marginal unit
type that result from small changes in electricity. If system-wide electric loads were actually shifted, then the
marginal unit estimates and their corresponding emission rates would change.
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LMPs at the Midland node were used to find new appliance operating schemes for best and
worst-case scenarios. To compare Midland and Monroe results, the percent difference between
resulting emissions from the two nodes was calculated as in Equation 8.
(8)
The percent difference of annual average emission rate was calculated for each pollutant,
for each best and worst case. So, for instance, the percent difference between CO2 emissions for
best case of Monroe and the best case of Midland was 0.2%. Of all the pollutants, the maximum
percent difference observed between the two locations was a 9.7% difference in the NOX
emissions worst case. The average percent difference between the two locations for reduction
from worst to best cases of all pollutants was only 3.0%.
Another node within RFCM, in St. Clair, MI was selected to compare with the node in
Monroe. The St. Clair node is closer in similarity to Monroe than the Midland node, with an
average percent change of 0.3% for best and worst cases for all pollutants. This is expected,
since St. Clair and Monroe are both served by the same power company, DTE Energy, and
Midland is served by Consumers Energy. The small difference in emissions between nodes
within the DTE Energy service area, and the greater difference between nodes within the RFCM
region, is consistent with previous studies on constraint (see Section 3.1. for further information).
This analysis of the RFCM region will continue with the node located in Monroe, noting that
there may be slight differences in outcomes if a different location within RFCM were chosen.
2007 RFCM Results
The next task was to examine a different year. LMP, fuel prices, and emissions data from
2007 were used to reevaluate the best and worst-cases at Monroe, MI. In 2007, the emission
factors had different values than in 2009, and the order of fuel ranking changed only slightly for
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CO2 equivalents (see Appendix Table 3.A for emission rates in 2007 and 2009). Based on 2007
emission rates for the DTE area, simultaneous reduction of all five pollutants was possible from
the worst to the best case (Table 17). The reduction from worst to best case observed in 2007
was greater than in 2009 for most pollutants, except CO2 equivalents, which had about 50%
reduction for both years.
Table 17. Change in emissions (reductions in green, increases in red) from worst to best case, for
select appliances, node in Monroe, MI, 2007
Target Pollutant
SO2
NOX
CO2 Eq
Hg
Pb

SO2
-88%
-69%
-88%
-69%
-69%

NOX
-84%
-86%
-84%
-86%
-86%

CO2 Eq
-50%
-49%
-50%
-49%
-49%

Hg
-77%
-81%
-77%
-81%
-81%

Pb
-84%
-86%
-84%
-86%
-86%

2009 RFCM Results - Day-ahead vs. Real-time LMPs
After the above analysis and comparisons were carried out, it was realized that real-time
LMP data for future times are not available in order to actually schedule appliances. As the name
would suggest, real-time LMPs are only available for moments that have already occurred, the
closest being the 5-minute LMP, which has a five to ten minute reporting lag. In order to create
an operating schedule of appliances for the day, projected future LMP values must be used.
Projected values are available in the day-ahead (DA) LMP reports that are published daily by
MISO. These are the values that are actually available ahead of time in order to program an
appliance operating scheme for the coming day. For more information about day-ahead and realtime LMP's, see Sections 2.1-2.2.
The best-case operating scheme was determined as before, only this time, it was based on
DA instead of RT LMPs. Then, using this operating schedule, marginal emissions were
calculated based on the RT LMPs. The point of this exercise was to see if emissions would still
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be reduced if the DA (projected) LMPs, which less accurately portray the conditions of the
power system, were used.
Finally, the best-case scenario emissions as based on DA projected and RT "true" LMPs
were compared. The resulting emission estimates from the 5 appliances were from 40 to 88%
different (as calculated in Equation 8), showing a quite large disparity between operating
schemes based on the DA and RT LMPs. Best case emissions are summarized in Table 18.
Table 18. Emission Results, Best Cases, RT vs DA LMPs, node in Monroe, MI, 2009
lbs
lbs
lbs CO2
Target
kWlbs
lbs
Scenario
SO2/
NOX/
Eq/
Pollutant
Hrs
Hg/MWh
Pb/MWh
MWh MWh
MWh
RT Best Case 3160 2.57
1.55
1035
SO2
1.49 x 10-5 2.82 x 10-5
DA Best Case 3151 6.58
2.32
1839
3.56 x 10-5 7.04 x 10-5
RT Best Case
DA Best Case

3156
3151

2.87
6.58

0.97
2.32

1060
1839

1.66 x 10-5
3.56 x 10-5

3.10 x 10-5
7.04 x 10-5

RT Best Case
DA Best Case

3160
3151

2.57
6.58

1.55
2.32

1035
1839

1.49 x 10-5
3.56 x 10-5

2.82 x 10-5
7.04 x 10-5

Hg

RT Best Case
DA Best Case

3160
3151

2.57
6.58

1.55
2.32

1035
1839

1.49 x 10-5
3.56 x 10-5

2.82 x 10-5
7.04 x 10-5

Pb

RT Best Case
DA Best Case

3160
3151

2.57
6.58

1.55
2.32

1035
1839

1.49 x 10-5
3.56 x 10-5

2.82 x 10-5
7.04 x 10-5

NOX

CO2 Eq

The second comparison was between the DA-best case operating scheme to the worst
case scenario as defined by RT LMPs. The purpose for comparing the day-ahead, best case with
the real-time, worst case was to show whether a significant reduction in emissions from the worst
case could still be achieved if consumers programmed their appliances according to DA LMPs.
Table 19 shows the percent reduction from RT-worst case to DA-best case (again, the
best case operating scheme hours were determined by the DA LMPs, but the actual emissions
rates were determined by RT LMPs). The reduction in emissions (as calculated by Equation 7)
that is achieved with the DA operating scheme is in most cases less than when RT LMPs are
used to time appliances. In 2009 in Monroe, average reduction of the all pollutants from worst to
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best case with RT LMPs was 59%, and using DA LMPs it was only 16%. With DA LMPs, NOX
emissions actually increased by 1% when NOX was not the target pollutant. As mentioned
previously, for the year 2009 in RFCM, NOX is the only pollutant that has fuel types ranked in a
different order than the other pollutants.
Table 19. Change in emissions (reductions in green, increases in red) from worst to best case,
select appliances, based on DA LMPs, node in Monroe, MI, 2009
Target Pollutant
SO2
NOX
CO2 Eq
Hg
Pb

SO2
-20%
-9%
-20%
-20%
-20%

NOX
1%
-61%
1%
1%
1%

CO2 Eq
-15%
-13%
-15%
-15%
-15%

Hg
-20%
-6%
-20%
-20%
-20%

Pb
-20%
-11%
-20%
-20%
-20%

Since the pollutant emission rates changed from 2007 to 2009, it was useful to evaluate
the DA-based emissions for 2007 as well. The same procedure was used: the 2007 DA LMPs
were used to determine the operating schedule of the appliances, and then the emissions for those
hours were estimated based on the RT LMPs. The results for the 2007 DA best case compared to
RT worst case are summarized in Table 20. In 2007 in Monroe, average reduction of the all
pollutants from worst to best case with RT LMPs was 75%, and using DA LMPs it was only
38%.
Table 20. Change in emissions (reductions in green, increases in red) from worst to best case,
select appliances, based on DA LMPs, node in Monroe, MI, 2007
Target Pollutant
SO2
NOX
CO2 Eq
Hg
Pb

SO2
-67%
-15%
-67%
-15%
-15%

NOX
-40%
-47%
-40%
-47%
-47%

CO2 Eq
-26%
-24%
-26%
-24%
-24%

Hg
-35%
-44%
-35%
-44%
-44%

Pb
-40%
-46%
-40%
-46%
-46%

Overall, for both 2007 and 2009, the results show that when DA LMPs are used to
generate the operation schedule for appliances, the effect on emissions is generally not as
favorable as it is when RT LMPs are used. However, for the purposes of scheduling for the day
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without knowledge of future LMP values, using DA LMPs to schedule electricity use can still
usually cause a net reduction in emissions compared to the worst-case scenario.
2009 RFCM Results-Typical Appliance Timing
One last way of looking at the emissions results from the same RFCM region was to
create a typical-timing case that falls somewhere between the best and worst cases. The purpose
of this exercise was to estimate whether actual appliance use is close to either the worst or best
case scenarios. This gives some indication of how realistic is the calculation of percent change
from worst to best case.
The appliances in the typical-timing case obeyed the all parameters defined in Table 6,
except for the "preferred time." Instead of timing based on emissions, the typical-timing case was
based on a set of simple rules. These rules are based on personal experience, and are only a
rough representation of actual use. For the water heater, the timing was set to two random hours
in the morning between 5:00AM and 10:00AM, and one random hour at night between 5:00PM
and 10:00PM. The refrigerator defrost cycle was set to run two cycles a day, at a random times
about 12 hours apart. The dishwasher was allowed to run either in the morning or evening,
between 7:00AM to 10:00AM or 6:00PM to 11:00PM. The clothes washer is set to run for a
random time between 6:00PM to 11:00PM, and the dryer at a random time between 7:00PM to
12:00AM.
The random times were determined using a random number generator. For the
dishwasher, the random times were skewed to occur slightly more often in the evening than in
the morning, since it was assumed that more households run the dishwasher after dinner.
Emissions were calculated for the Monroe node in RFCM in 2009. The results of this
typical timing scenario were compared using the percent change (7) to the best case (Table 21).
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The results were very similar to the worst to best case results for the same node and year (Table
14), indicating that if consumers actually follow patterns that are similar to the rules set for the
typical case, they are actually operating very close to the worst case. In fact, the average percent
difference (8) between emissions from the worst-timed case and the typical-timed case is only
11%. This makes sense, since the highest emissions are often observed at periods of high
demand, which is to say, times when most people are using electricity.
Table 21. Change in emissions (reductions in green, increases in red) from typical to best case,
select appliances, node in Monroe, MI, 2009
Target Pollutant
SO2
NOX
CO2 Eq
Hg
Pb

SO2
-65%
-61%
-65%
-65%
-65%

NOX
-39%
-62%
-39%
-39%
-39%

CO2 Eq
-49%
-47%
-49%
-49%
-49%

Hg
-62%
-58%
-62%
-62%
-62%

Pb
-64%
-61%
-64%
-64%
-64%

2009 SRMW and MROW Results
Since LMPs and emission rates are dependent on location, a couple different locations
were chosen within the region of MISO oversight. The locations chosen were in the eGRID
subregions SRMW (SERC Reliability Corporation, Midwest), and MROW (Midwest Reliability
Organization, West). See Fig. 6 for the map of eGRID subregions. The SRMW node used for
LMP data was in the service area of the electric company, Ameren Missouri, and the MROW
node was in the service area of Otter Tail Power Company.
The SRMW region has a similar generation mix as RFCM, but less natural gas, and more
nuclear/hydro and coal generation. SRMW also has some hydro-power available, which is
categorized in this study with nuclear, since both coincide with the lowest LMPs, have little to no
air emissions, and represent baseline power load. MROW has even more generation in the
nuclear/renewable category, with a large amount coming from hydro and wind. The generation
mixes of RFCM and SRMW are shown in Table 22.
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Table 22. Generation mix of eGRID subregions: RFCM, SRMW, and MROW, year 2009
(eGRID 2012)
Percent of total MWh generated
Nuclear &
Natural
Petroleum
eGRID Subregion
Biomass
Coal
Renewable
Gas
Oil
RFCM
15.4%
2.2%
73%
9.5%
0.004%
SRMW
18.9%
0.1%
80%
1.1%
0.003%
MROW
25.4%
2.0%
70%
2.6%
0.023%
When the appliance operating schedule is made based on nodes in different regions, the
results are slightly different from RFCM (see Table 19 for RFCM 2009 results). This is
expected, because the generation mixes are not exactly the same, and since average emissions
rates and fuel prices vary between different power plants. Local average emission rates are
important to take into account, as discussed previously in Section 3.3.
SRMW 's 2009 results show that all pollutants can be simultaneously decreased through
timing, much like the case for RFCM in 2009 (Table 23). The average decrease at a node near
Labadie, MO in SRMW was 71%; for the node near Monroe, MI in RFCM it was 59% (Table
14).
Table 23. Change in emissions (reductions in green, increases in red) from worst case to best
case, select appliances, node in Labadie, MO 2009
Target Pollutant
SO2
NOX
CO2 Eq
Hg
Pb

SO2
-76%
-75%
-75%
-76%
-76%

NOX
-49%
-68%
-68%
-49%
-49%

CO2 Eq
-66%
-66%
-66%
-66%
-66%

Hg
-79%
-77%
-77%
-79%
-79%

Pb
-80%
-79%
-79%
-80%
-80%

MROW's 2009 results also show a simultaneous decrease in all pollutants from the worst
to best case, much like RFCM and SRMW in 2009. The average decrease at a node near Fergus
Falls MN in MROW was 69% (Table 24).
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Table 24. Change in emissions (reductions in green, increases in red) from worst case to best
case, select appliances, node in Fergus Falls, MN 2009
Target Pollutant
SO2
NOX
CO2 Eq
Hg
Pb

SO2
-72%
-71%
-71%
-72%
-72%

NOX
-69%
-71%
-71%
-69%
-69%

CO2 Eq
-64%
-64%
-64%
-64%
-64%

Hg
-71%
-70%
-70%
-71%
-71%

Pb
-72%
-71%
-71%
-72%
-72%

Although the results among several Midwestern eGRID subregions are not dramatically
different, it is assumed that if areas with completely different generation mixes were compared,
then the emissions results from timing electricity would be even greater than the differences
among locations observed here. Regions such as the American Northwest, where hydro-power
produces much of the baseload, would be expected to have very different results from the regions
under the MISO footprint.
4.4. Methods: Electric Vehicles
Recent pushes in battery technology, rising oil prices, and growing environmental
awareness have lead to various forms of electric vehicles (EVs) becoming more popular in the
United States in recent years. Hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) such as the Honda Insight and
Toyota Prius have been available in the US since around the year 2000. Plug-in Hybrid Electric
Vehicles (PHEVs) have just entered the market in the United States within the past five or so
years.
One reason many people buy EVs is to cut down their carbon footprint and air emissions.
Although electric vehicles are touted as having "zero tailpipe emissions," there are certainly still
air emissions associated with most types of electric generation. If a consumer wants to reduce
their contribution to air emissions, the timing of EV battery charging is crucial.
Switching to EVs is generally expected to lower GHG emissions (Williams, Martin et al.
2011). When cleaner, more efficient energy sources are used, other emissions will be lowered as
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well. As noted in Chapter 2, several studies already have shown that off-peak charging schemes
could reduce CO2 emissions even further. This study on the timing of EV charging took the same
approach as the study on timing of household appliances.
Definition of "typical" electric vehicle use
To determine best and worst cases for the timing of electric vehicle charging, some basic
assumptions were made. The assumptions are meant to represent a simplified model of a single
household, and are composed of what are perhaps "typical" values such as daily energy
consumption of the vehicle (kWh) and the charging time (hrs). This is similar to the approach
used for household appliances.
Table 25. Electric Car Assumptions
Assumption
The household owns one PHEV

The vehicle uses the same amount of
energy every day
The vehicle uses a steady level of power
(kW) while being charged

Notes
Any type of EV could be used, but for the assumed battery
capacity (16 kWh) and the mileage range it produces, PHEV
makes the most sense
16kWh capacity, 13 kWh for a full charge.
Assume: Power = kWh for full charge / hrs for full charge

Definition of electric vehicle charging scenarios
Under the conditions outlined in Table 25, two variables were assessed (
Table 26).
Table 26. Electric Car Variables
Variable
I. Charging level

II. Charging location/time

Options
a. The EV is charged with a US standard 120 VAC, 15 amp-max outlet.
(Level 1)
b. The EV is charged with an upgraded 240 VAC, 30 amp-max outlet.
(Level 2)
a. The EV is only charged at home, during the night.
b. EV charging in the day at work or elsewhere (i.e., shopping mall) is
also available.

The first variable is charging level, which refers to the type of electrical circuit that is
available to charge the car. Level 1 charging refers to the standard outlet type in American
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households, at 120 VAC and a maximum current of 15 A (Fasugba 2011; EcoTransportation
2012). If we assume that the household owns a PHEV similar to the Chevrolet Volt (Table 27),
the car has a battery capacity of 16kWh, and will require about 13kWh for a full charge. This
requires about 10-16 hours at Level 1 charging (Chevrolet 2012). Level 2 charging requires a
240 VAC outlet installed in a home's garage, or at a commercial charging location, and could
charge the same 13kWh battery in approximately 4 hours. For simplicity, charging was assumed
to take 8 hrs at Level 1 and 4 hrs at Level 2 (Table 28).
Table 27. Electric Vehicle Specifications
Car Type
Range
Battery Capacity
Full charge
Fuel Economy

PHEV
40 miles
16 kWh
13 kWh
0.325 kWh/mi

Table 28. Charging Specifications
Voltage
Current
Power Supply
Charging time
Converter Efficiency
Utility Supplied Power

Units
VAC
Amps
kW
hrs
%
kW

Level 1
Assumed (Actual)
120
15 (8-12)
1.6 (0.96-1.4)
8.0 (10-16)
0.85
1.13-1.6

Level 2
(Assumed)
240
30
3.3
4.0
0.85
8.5

The second variable that was considered is where and when charging can take place. Two
options were compared: in the first, charging only occurred at home, at night during the hours
from 7:00 PM through 8:00 AM; in the second option, charging could additionally occur at work
or other location such as a shopping mall, during the hours of 10:00 AM to 3:00 PM. This
assumes that the car must be available to be driven in the morning between 8:00 AM and 10:00
AM, such as on the commute to work or out to run errands, and is available to travel again
between 3:00 PM and 7:00 PM. Obviously, actual driving patterns would not adhere to these
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strict time periods, but guidelines like these were necessary to simplify the model, so that the
analysis could be carried out on the impact on air emissions of EV charging time.
4.5. Results and Discussion: Electric Vehicles
Emissions for every hour of the year based on LMPs, and operating times for the EVs
were determined, as with appliances in Section 4.2. Using 2009 LMP values at the same node
near Monroe, MI in the RFCM subregion, the percent reduction possible from the worst case to
the best case was determined. Percent change from worst to best case was calculated as in
Equation 7 to yield Table 29.
Table 29. Change in emissions (reductions in green, increases in red) from worst case to best
case, Level 1 charging, at home only. Node in Monroe, MI, 2009
Target Pollutant
Sulfur Dioxide (SO2)
Nitrous Oxides (NOX)
Carbon Dioxide Equivalents (CO2 Eq)
Mercury (Hg)
Lead (Pb)

SO2
-9%
-8%
-9%
-9%
-9%

NOX
-2%
-16%
-2%
-2%
-2%

CO2 Eq
-7%
-7%
-7%
-7%
-7%

Hg
-9%
-8%
-9%
-9%
-9%

Pb
-9%
-8%
-9%
-9%
-9%

Another scenario that yielded perhaps more interesting results was the level 2 charging, at
home only. In this scenario, NOX emissions actually increased when NOX was not the target
pollutant. This means that when other pollutants were chosen as the target pollutant, hours of
operation were chosen that had fuel types with low emissions for the target pollutant, but higher
emissions of NOX. The result is a net increase in NOX emissions of 1%. However, when NOX is
the target pollutant, a reduction of 28% was achieved for NOX emissions, while other pollutants
did not achieve the maximum reduction (Table 30).
Table 30. Change in emissions (reductions in green, increases in red) from worst case to best
case, Level 2 charging, at home only. Node in Monroe, MI, 2009
Target Pollutant
Sulfur Dioxide (SO2)
Nitrous Oxides (NOX)
Carbon Dioxide Equivalents (CO2 Eq)
Mercury (Hg)

SO2
-18%
-14%
-18%
-18%

NOX
1%
-28%
1%
1%

CO2 Eq
-13%
-12%
-13%
-13%

Hg
-17%
-14%
-17%
-17%

Pb
-17%
-15%
-17%
-17%
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Lead (Pb)

-18%

1%

-13%

-17%

-17%

Results from the four charging scenarios in
Table 26 were compared (Table 31). As expected, when the EV can be charged away
from the home, greater flexibility is allowed in the hour of charging, and the result is a greater
change in the best and worst cases over the course of a year. Level 2 charging also provides
greater flexibility in the chosen charging hours because it takes half as long, and only 4 hours out
of the day are needed. Therefore, level 2 charging also results in lower emissions of the target
pollutant, but not necessarily all pollutants.
Table 31. Summary of EV charging scenarios. Change in emissions (reductions in green,
increases in red) from worst to best case. Node in Monroe, MI, 2009
Charging Scenario
Charging Level 1,
Home Only
Charging Level 1,
Anywhere
Charging Level 2,
Home Only
Charging Level 2,
Anywhere

Average Reduction of
Target Pollutant

Greatest reduction
achieved by any
pollutant

Least reduction
achieved by any
pollutant

-10%

-16%

-2%

-12%

-18%

-1%

-19%

-28%

+1%

-23%

-31%

-1%

4.6. Conclusions and recommendations for further research
It was shown that emissions of five pollutants can be affected by the timing of electricity
demand for household appliances and EV battery charging. Selective timing reduced emissions
of the target pollutant that would be attributed to the energy use of the appliances by about 6070% if RT LMPs were used to create the schedule. The comparison of best and worst cases
represents the maximum possible impact, but it was shown that "typical" timing of appliances is
probably very similar to the worst case.
If DA LMPs were used, a reduction was still possible in most cases, but just not as large
(Table 32). In order to make the best use of LEEM to schedule appliances for reduced emissions,
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perhaps an optimized schedule could be first determined by DA LMPs, then adjusted "on the fly"
as RT LMP data becomes available.
Table 32. Change in emissions (reductions in green, increases in red) from worst case to best
case, emissions from appliances.

Region
RFCM
RFCM
RFCM
RFCM
RFCM
SRMW
MROW

Node Location
Monroe, MI
Monroe, MI
Monroe, MI
St. Clair, MI
Midland, MI
Labadie, MO
Fergus Falls, MN

Year
2009
2007
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009

Based on
LMP type
RT
RT
DA
RT
RT
RT
RT

Average
change in
target
pollutant
-68%
-78%
-27%
-68%
-70%
-74%
-70%

Greatest
change
achieved by
any pollutant
-84%
-88%
-61%
-84%
-86%
-80%
-72%

Least change
achieved by
any pollutant
-33%
-49%
+1%
-32%
-29%
-49%
-64%

To show what the impact would be if every household used selective timing, the results
for 5 appliances were extrapolated and applied to the entire RFCM region. Using RT LMPs to
schedule the appliances would result in 14% reduction on average for the target pollutant over
the entire region (Table 33).
Table 33. Change in emissions (reductions in green, increases in red) from worst case to best
case, entire RFCM region due to timing appliances.

Node
Monroe, MI
St. Clair, MI
Midland, MI
Monroe, MI

Year
2009
2009
2009
2009

Schedule
based on
LMP type
RT
RT
RT
DA

Average
Reduction of
Target Pollutant
-14%
-14%
-14%
-6%

Greatest
reduction
achieved by any
pollutant
-27%
-27%
-29%
-20%

Least reduction
achieved by any
pollutant
-5%
-5%
-4%
+0.1%

Summary results for electric cars were already shown in Table 31. Emission rates
depended on the type of charging available and whether charging could take place outside of the
home. When more flexible charging options are available, greater impact on emissions can be
realized by timing.
One important concept that the results make apparent is that the chosen target pollutant
can make an enormous difference in the effective annual emissions rate of all the other
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pollutants. Most of the time, the five pollutants chosen in this study can be simultaneously
reduced, but there are some notable cases, such as with EVs in RFCM in 2009 (level 2 charging,
at home only), when the greatest reduction of the target pollutant coincides with a rise in other
pollutants. This suggests that perhaps pollutants could be aggregated into different "indices"
targeting different ecological and health concerns. For example, pollutants could be gathered and
weighted to form indices for global warming, respiratory hazards, acid rain, heavy metals, etc. to
assess how timing of demand could impact each of these specific concerns. Another way to rank
or weigh different pollutants is to study the economic impacts, and effectively convert pounds of
pollutants into dollars. Regulators and power utilities will ultimately be the ones to decide how to
"rank" different pollutants based on their ecological and health effects. If air emissions are
incorporated into demand/emission response programs in the future, such a ranking system
would play an important role.
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CHAPTER 5 - HERO (HOME EMISSIONS READ-OUT)
HERO, or Home Emissions Read-Out, is a smart phone Android application that was
created to provide simple "high" or "low" real-time emission information to consumers so that
they can selectively time their electric demands to reduce emissions. The purpose is to bring
greater awareness about emissions from electric power generation, and to affect change. HERO
shows consumers that they have some control over the environmental impacts of their energy
use.
As mentioned in Chapter 2, HERO makes up part of a "feedback loop" that has the
potential to change consumer behavior to reduce emissions. The first part of a feedback loop is
measuring data. This is achieved with LEEM through LMPs. The second part is relaying that
information in a relevant way, which is accomplished with HERO. HERO reports emissions
from the marginal unit for five pollutants: NOX, SO2, CO2 equivalents, mercury, and lead. HERO
also provides information about the environmental and human health hazards caused by these
emissions.
5.1. User Interface
HERO is a smart phone application that was developed for the Android operating system.
After the user opens the app and it loads, HERO first asks the user whether it should
automatically identify the closest node using the phone's GPS, or whether the user would like to
select a location themselves from a map (Fig. 11). As of the time of this writing, HERO can
provide emission estimates for about 80 nodes, which are spread throughout the area covered by
MISO.
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HERO Loading Screen

Use GPS or map

Map view

Fig. 11. HERO Opening Screenshots
After the node location is selected, HERO downloads LMP information from MISO. It
displays the LMP value at the chosen node, the name of the nearest town or city, and estimated
emissions. Emissions are shown on a 1-10 scale, with 1 being the best, lowest emission rate of
the possible marginal fuel types in that region, and 10 being the worst, highest emission rate
possible. The output takes the form of a bar-graph, with emissions for present, past, and future
hours (Fig. 12). The real-time emissions that tell the user what is happening "now" are based on
RT LMPs that are published every 5-minutes by MISO. Emissions are shown for 2,4, and 6
hours prior to and after the current time. The past and future emissions are based on DA LMP
values that were reported by MISO one day in advance. (HERO will be updated soon to use
recorded RT values for the past hours as well as the present time.)
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CO2 equivalents

NOX

Fig. 12. Examples of HERO emissions output
The user can scroll with their finger to either side to see a different bar graph for each
pollutant. They can also choose to view more information, which leads them to a menu where
they can choose to read about any of the five pollutants. Information in this section includes
environmental and human health effects, main sources of the pollutant, and what consumers can
do to lower their emissions (Fig. 13).
Mercury

Lead

CO2 Equivalents

Fig. 13. Examples of pollutant information included in HERO

NOX
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5.2. Development
Note: This section on the development of HERO was taken in part from a paper which is
currently under development entitled, "Development of a smart phone application to provide
real-time emissions from electricity generation," by Xu, Miller, Rogers, et al.
The architecture of HERO can be divided into four parts(1) Determine location through
GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications) (2) Communication with the MISO server
(3) Display emission information (4) Display background information. The whole structure of
HERO is shown in Fig. 14.

Fig. 14. HERO Application Architecture
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(1) Determine location through GSM
HERO uses the LMP at the closest commercial pricing node to estimate the marginal fuel
type and associated emissions. To identify the user's location, GPS (Global Positioning System)
is an appropriate technology. However, using GPS will consume a non-trivial amount of energy
of the smart phone, causing a significant reduction in battery life. Furthermore, there is often
poor GPS performance in “urban canyons,” human-built canyons similar to natural canyons,
created by streets cutting through skyscrapers. Additionally, a number of phones today simply do
not have GPS.
Therefore, HERO uses a new technology in Android called CTrack which uses the GSM
(or 3G) signature instead of GPS to get the user’s current location. CTrack is an energy-efficient
system for trajectory mapping using raw position tracks obtained largely from cellular base
station fingerprints without using GPS (Thiagarajan, Ravindranath et al. 2011).
By using CTrack, HERO can get the current coordinates of the user’s location. So when
the user presses the “Use HERO to find location” button at the beginning activity, HERO
computes and compares the distance between the user’s location and every node location within
the MISO footprint to determine which node is nearest to the user. Then HERO shows the
emission levels based on this node to the user. If the user wants to see current emission
information in other locations, HERO provides an option for the user to press the “Choose
location from map” button. Then HERO shows the user the real-time emission information based
on their chosen location. The map is written using the Google Maps API. Some overlays and
icons were added to the original Google map to identify the node location and the user’s current
location.
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(2) Communication with the MISO server
HERO shows not only current real-time emission information to the user, but also
historic emissions two, four, and six hours ago, and projected emissions two, four, six hours
ahead. HERO estimates emission levels based on two sets of data: real-time LMP data, and
historical day-ahead LMP data. Ideally, to show the historical, real-time and future emission
information to the user, we should get the historical, real-time and future LMP data first. This
requires HERO to communicate with the MISO server.
As we know, the LMP --- the Locational Marginal Price is updated every five minutes for
a subset of the node locations. If five-minute real-time LMP information is collected for all the
nodes and updated on the mobile device, it would consume too much energy and resources of the
device. Therefore, this task was distributed into two tasks. The first task was obtaining the realtime LMP data. The MISO web server has a real-time LMP database for a set of nodes. This
LMP data updates every five minutes. For the first task, HERO will connect to the MISO web
server and download the real-time and historical LMP data for all the available nodes. The
second task is getting the real-time LMP data for the location chosen by the user. After the user
chooses a location, HERO will extract the LMP data of just the chosen location from the whole
set of MISO LMP data.
The historical and real-time LMP data are two separate documents stored in MISO
server. In order to display current emissions, HERO downloads the real-time LMP document
which updates every five minutes. To display future predicted emissions, HERO downloads the
day-ahead LMP data, which is published the day before at about 5:00 PM. This data set displays
hourly predictions for the next day's LMPs at every node. To display emissions for the past few
hours, HERO would ideally download historical real-time LMP data, but unfortunately this is not
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published by MISO until the next day at about 8:00 AM. Therefore the day-ahead LMP report is
used to estimate emissions during past hours as well as future hours.
HERO provides a "Refresh" button for the user to update the LMP data and emission
information of their chosen location. That way, each time when the user either chooses a location
from the first part or presses the refresh button in the second part, HERO connects to the MISO
server to download the latest real-time LMP data. This way, the user can be sure that HERO is
providing the latest real-time emission information.
The real-time and historical day-ahead documents stored in MISO server are the XML
and CSV formats, respectively. For the real-time document, HERO downloads it from the MISO
server and then uses SAX class in Java to parse them and extract the one line of LMP
information for the chosen location from the whole document. For the historical day-ahead
document, first HERO retrieves current date and time from the Android system. Afterward,
HERO uses the current date and time to calculate the previous and future times such as two
hours ago or six hours later. Then HERO downloads the LMP data of that date from MISO
database and then parses the CSV document, extracts the LMP data of the chosen location from
the whole document, and picks the appropriate past and future times from the 24-hours of LMP
data available.
(3) Show the emission information
After HERO gets the LMP data from the MISO server, it uses its own algorithm to
calculate emission information. HERO's algorithm uses the LMP data as an input, and then
produces a bar representing emission level as the output. This algorithm has already been
implemented in the Android HERO application. For example, if the LMP value closest to Detroit
is 27.60, then HERO shows a CO2 emission level bar at a value of eight out of ten on the screen.
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(Ten being the highest and worst possible emissions for that area, one being the lowest and best.)
In addition, HERO produces a bar to represent emissions for every time point so that current,
past, and future times show together on the screen. Five pollutants are available for the user to
view: CO2, NOX, SOX, Lead, and Mercury. Each pollutant has its own emission level based on
the current LMP data and the algorithm. The user can use a sideways finger scroll to see each
pollutant's emission information one by one.
(4) Background information
HERO also provides background knowledge for the user such as the origin of pollutant
emissions, the ecological and human health effects that are caused by various types of pollution,
and how the user can change their behaviors to reduce emissions. The user can press the “View
More Information” button to view the background information for each pollutant.
The background information section is important to our final goals of the HERO project,
which include giving more responsibilities to consumers by showing the effects of personal
energy use decisions. We hope that by using HERO, people can change their behaviors in the
future to reduce the pollutant emissions from power plants.
5.3. Conclusions and recommendations for further research
HERO carries LEEM into the hands of the consumer. It provides another piece of
technology contributing to a greater goal of reducing air emissions from power generation.
HERO is only one part of a complete feedback loop. LEEM provided the data, as emission
estimates. HERO presents the data to consumers in a convenient format, and also provides some
relevant information about the consequences of air emissions. Hopefully, HERO will lead some
consumers to the next part of a feedback loop: action. Since HERO has no way to track actual
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habits, for now it mainly serves to educate people and perhaps let them take on a sense of
personal responsibility for the emissions that result from their energy use.
There are some powerful functions that could make HERO more relevant and useful that
would not require significant advances in technology or infrastructure. Plans are already in the
works to add the ability to view and compare emissions for multiple locations at once. Another
function that would be an improvement is if HERO had the ability to log 5-minute data on a
server so that past hours can use five-minute RT data instead of DA projections. Information
about typical appliance energy use could be added, along with a function to quantify emissions
saved as a result of shifting appliance use from one time to another. An example of this would be
something like, "Running the dryer at 10:00 PM instead of 6:00 PM tonight will save X lbs of
NOX emissions. This is the same amount that would be emitted by driving X miles in an averagesize car."
Another excellent improvement to HERO would be expanded coverage to the entire
United States. HERO would have to gather LMP node data from multiple ISOs, not just Midwest
ISO. This task would involve a considerable amount of research to find the links to data from
each ISO. The data may be presented in different formats, requiring additional programming to
retrieve LMPs of interest. Since this task would require storage of much more data and greater
processing capabilities, a server might be required to prevent consumption of a phone's memory
and battery life.
The last part of a feedback loop is the action and the measurement of that action. Right
now, HERO has limited ability to actually cause people to change the way they use electricity,
and no ability to track those changes. If the HERO concept is to have a real impact on emissions,
it must be combined with other technologies such as smart meters, smart appliances, and home-
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area networks. Utilities in the future may send price and/or emission signals to smart meters,
which then in turn relay that information to a home-network. Consumers will be able to set their
level of "compliance" with demand or emissions-management programs defined by the power
utility. From there, the operation should be largely "hands off," with smart appliances running
only at optimal times.
If the set up described above became affordable and widespread, the emissions saved by
timing of appliances could be tracked over time and for many users. Then, feedback could come
in the form of collective milestones, for example, "Over the last year, HERO users have saved X
lbs of CO2 equivalents, the same amount that would be offset by X # of trees" or, "By shifting
the timing of electric loads, over the past year the amount of NOX emissions that HERO users
have saved is equivalent to taking X cars off the road." Maybe power companies would even
offer small rebates as an incentive for consumers to participate in emissions-reduction programs.
There are many exciting uses for an application like HERO. For now, it serves to exhibit
the usefulness of the LEEM concept. HERO also provides a preview of what may someday
become the norm: smart meters, appliances, and home energy controls that work as a system to
optimize emissions automatically and provide feedback that can be accessed anywhere via
mobile device. In the future, programs like HERO are sure to play an important role in moving
us closer to a sustainable power system.
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CHAPTER 6 - SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1. Summary
This study set out to determine whether it is possible to reduce emissions from power
generation by shifting the timing of residential electricity use. Using LMPs to estimate the
marginal fuel type and associated marginal emissions, the research showed that timing of
electricity use can indeed make a significant impact on overall marginal emissions.
This study built upon previous work that developed a method to estimate marginal
emissions based on LMPs (Carter, et al. 2011). This "LMP to Emissions Estimation Method"
(LEEM) has been improved upon in order to apply it to the subject of residential energy use.
LEEM 2.0, as the new method is abbreviated, has been improved by determining local fuel
prices and emission rates for eGRID subregions using databases that contain historical
information about specific power plants, instead of using national average values.
After several improvements were made to LEEM, the tool was used to determine if the
timing of household appliances and charging of electric vehicles could reduce emissions from
power generation. First a base-case of "typical" appliances and electric vehicles was created.
This base-case defined a simplified household model including average cycle times, power
draws, and total energy per cycle used by the appliances and vehicle batteries. To determine the
best and worst cases, LEEM 2.0 was applied to an entire year of historical hourly LMP values to
identify the hours of highest and lowest emissions. Corresponding appliance and EV battery
charging schedules were created, and the resulting annual marginal emission rates were
compared. The affect of different study years was observed by using historical LMPs from both
2007 and 2009. The sensitivity of the model to location and regional fuel mix was investigated
by including several eGRID subregions in the comparative simulations. To see if the maximum
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reductions achieved by the worst-to-best case comparisons were realistic, a "typical timing" case
was created. Finally, the results from using day-ahead and real-time LMPs to determine the best
and worst operating schedules were compared to provide insight on the importance of real-time
data.
Results of the household emissions study showed that when historical real-time LMPs are
used, the best case appliance operating schedule results in about a 70% emissions reduction of
the target pollutants, on average, compared to the worst case. When day-ahead LMPs are used to
create the operating schedule, the reduction is not as significant (27% in the one case studied). In
some cases the five pollutants could not all be reduced simultaneously, with emissions of one or
more pollutant actually increasing as emissions of other pollutants decreased. The "typical
timing" case showed that if most consumers use their appliances primarily during the morning
and evening hours, they are operating close to the worst case. Therefore it is probable that
consumers could achieve emission reductions similar to the maximum reduction (worst-to-best
case comparison) expressed in this research.
For the charging of electric vehicles, the results showed that increased flexibility in
timing allows a greater reduction of emissions. Electric vehicles achieved reduction in the target
pollutant emissions from 10-23%, which is much less than the reduction that was achieved by
appliances. The reason for this is that the cycle time for most appliances is two hours or less,
while electric cars charge for 4 or more hours, depending on the type of charging available. The
longer the car must charge, the less flexibility there is to operate only during hours of the lowest
emissions. This study showed clearly that greater reduction in marginal emissions is possible
when faster charging is available, and also when more charging locations are available, so that
charging times can occur while people at work or out of their homes.
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The last part of this study was the creation of a smart phone app called HERO, or Home
Emissions Read-Out. The purpose of HERO is to exhibit how LEEM 2.0 can be used in real life
to reduce emissions. HERO puts LEEM into the hands of consumers, and raises awareness about
the possibility of reducing emissions through timing electricity use.
6.2. Recommendations
This study strongly suggests that informed timing of electricity use does indeed have the
capacity to significantly lower emissions from electricity production. This conclusion gives
motivation to examine several specific topic areas in greater depth. Improvements could be made
to LEEM, the residential energy use study, and to HERO.
One of the first and most important areas that necessitates future research is validation
and improvements to the estimation of marginal fuel type based on LMP. Simulation studies that
have already been carried out have provided some excellent suggestions for the future direction
of LEEM; in particular, the use of a membership function or a probabilistic approach linking
LMP ranges to multiple fuel types deserves more attention. Currently LEEM uses a deterministic
approach to choose one marginal fuel type at each price range. A probabilistic approach would
produce an estimate in the form of relative likelihoods that various fuel types are on the margin
at any price. A weighted emissions rate estimate from several fuel types could be drawn from
this output.
A data source that could potentially contribute emissions and generation data in a format
that is more useful to LEEM is the Air Markets Program Data. This dataset can be queried for
hourly emissions and generation (not just annual), and is specific to individual generators, not
just individual power plants. A regression study comparing LMPs to operating times for different
types of generators could greatly improve characterization of the link between LMP and
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marginal generators. Using hourly data might also help avoid the problem of negative annual
generation encountered in the eGRID data. This would help achieve more realistic average
emission rates, especially for fuel oil plants.
Another area where there is certainly room for improvement is the model for household
energy use. Consumer energy patterns (for both appliances and electric cars) could be studied in
greater depth to create a more realistic typical-timing scenario, incorporating seasonal changes,
and the variation between weekdays and weekends. It might be worthwhile to conduct surveys
about consumers' willingness to change timing of energy use. As mentioned in Section 4.1,
HVAC represents the largest portion of home energy use, and so it should be included in future
studies on timing of home energy use. This would require a more robust model, including factors
such as weather and consumer habits.
There are a few areas for improvement that could be applied to the residential energy use
study, as well as to the HERO application. One, that was introduced in Section 4.3, is the fact
that real-time LMP data is not available ahead of time for scheduling purposes. Therefore a more
sophisticated model would perhaps use day-ahead LMP projections to plan an operating
schedule, but then adjust the schedule according to real-time LMPs, as they became available
through the day. The second idea is to combine different pollutants into a common emissions
index. This would make emission readings of multiple pollutants easier to interpret and act upon.
A good way to do this might be to monetize the environmental and societal/health effects of the
emissions. This would remove the need for consumers to arbitrarily pick and choose which
pollutants concern them the most.
The HERO application has immense potential to make LEEM useful to consumers. Some
capabilities that have already been identified as priorities are the ability to compare two locations
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at once, and developing a version for the iPhone. Additionally, setting up a server would increase
the processing speed of the app and decrease the memory and energy use on the user's mobile
device. A server and some additional research and programming would also make it possible to
expand HERO's coverage to the entire United States. Once the first version of HERO has a
chance to be distributed to a wide audience, a survey of users could answer questions about
whether HERO actually causes changes in behavior.
In order to actually implement emissions-based timing of electric load, several
approaches are possible. One of these is the feedback loop concept, which aims to influence
consumers to change their electric demand patterns. Using this approach, real-time emissions are
sent to consumers, who choose how to act on this information, and then the resulting emissions
are measured and the data is fed back to consumers to encourage reduction in emissions. This
idea will be feasible in the future when HERO or similar apps can communicate with smart
meters and smart appliances to achieve this complete feedback loop. The idea is that the
consumer would be able to configure the settings of their home energy controller, and then the
only hands-on input required would be choosing whether or not to use the smart-emissions
timing. For instance, after loading the dishwasher, choose either "run now" or "delay for optimal
emissions." Feedback techniques like OPower's enhanced energy bills are already proving
effective in getting consumers to save energy (Opower 2012). OPower is causing incremental
changes to be made by millions of consumers, adding up to huge savings. Similar results can be
realized for emissions, once the technology is up to speed and widespread.
Finally, regulatory drivers must be considered. If policies were enacted to charge power
companies a dollar-value for emissions based on their health and environmental impacts, this
would affect the cost of generation, and would be reflected in the LMPs. The result would be that
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lesser polluting sources would have lower generation costs and would be more likely to be
dispatched. This is already the case for renewable generators. Currently, zero-emission wind,
solar, and hydro-power are already the lowest priced generation sources, and are dispatched
whenever available, so assigning cost to emissions would not affect their dispatch. On the other
hand, fuel oil generators are already priced the highest, and rarely dispatched. They are also often
the worst polluters, something that is not quite accurately portrayed by LEEM, because of the
many plants with negative annual output are left out of the calculations. Thus, if costs were
added due to emissions, the dispatch priority of renewables and oil would likely not change
drastically. However, pricing emissions would have a greater affect on coal and natural gas.
Since natural gas drilling technology has advanced in the last few years, the price of natural gas
has fallen dramatically. Now some natural gas generators are cost-competitive with coal
generation. Adding a cost of emissions would give cleaner natural gas a further boost over dirtier
coal, and the dispatch might change considerably.
If emissions were assigned a cost, this might affect the way emissions-response feedback
loops work. Applications such as HERO might then be able to use LMP directly to estimate
emissions, since the emissions cost would already be wrapped into LMP. The LMP could be
used as a signal to not just generators, but also to residential users for when the marginal power
source was cheapest and lowest in emissions. Perhaps to really reinforce optimal timing of
energy use, costs and benefits could be passed on to consumers through real-time pricing or
rebates and rewards programs. Dollars saved or spent are of course, a very powerful feedback
device.
The ecological and societal benefits and disadvantages of each option must be fully
explored before these big policy decisions are made. The good news is that technology is rapidly
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advancing, and smart, emissions savings tools may soon be available to consumers in many
locations.
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APPENDIX A: TABLES
Table A.1. eGRID Subregions in the MISO footprint
Abbreviation
MROE
MROW
RFCM
RFCW
SRMW

Subregion Name
Midwest Reliability Corp, East
Midwest Reliability Corp, West
Reliability First Corp, Michigan
Reliability First Corp, West
SERC Reliability Corporation, Midwest

Table A.2. Data sources
Source
1

Source
eGRID2012v1_0
PLANT sheet

Full Name
Emissions & Generation
Resource Integrated Database

Contents
Annual generation and emissions
data by plant

2

TRI

Toxics Release Inventory

Emissions data exceeding
threshold

3

WebFIRE

Factor Information Retrieval
Data System

National average emission rates
for specific generator types

4

eGRID2012v1_0
Subregion Sheet

Emissions & Generation
Resource Integrated Database

Annual total gen and avg
emissions by subregion

5

EIA-923

Energy Information
Administration Form 923

Fuel cost and heat content by
plant, 2008-present

FERC-423

Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission Form 423

Fuel cost and heat content by
plant, prior to 2008

AMPD

Air Markets Program Data

Hourly generation and emissions
by generator

5

Table A.3. Average Emission Rates for eGRID Subregions by Fuel (lb/MWh)
A.3.1. Subregion RFCM (Reliability First Corp, Michigan), 2009

Rate

Rate

Rate

Rate

Source

Oil
Source

Nat Gas
Source

Coal
Source

Biomass
Source

Nuc/Renew

Weighted
average

NOX

2.96x104

1

2.79

1

2.31

1

0.49

1

24.6

4

1.79

SO2

2.17x104

1

2.68

1

8.27

1

0.04

1

2.05

4

6.10

0.192

1

623

1

2160

1

900

1

1910

4

1670

Hg

0

2

--

--

4.44x105

2

3.62x106

3

5.81x106

3

3.27x105

Pb

7.97x108

2

--

--

8.80x105

2

1.66x106

3

3.65x105

3

6.44x105

Pollutant

CO2
equiv

Rate
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A.3.2. Subregion RFCM (Reliability First Corp, Michigan), 2007

Rate

Rate

Rate

Rate

Source

Oil
Source

Nat Gas
Source

Coal
Source

Biomass
Source

Nuc/Renew

Weighted
average

NOX

4.80x104

1

4.46

1

2.97

1

0.65

1

33.3

4

2.28

SO2

3.93x104

1

6.12

1

9.59

1

0.14

1

3.04

4

6.96

0.311

1

429

1

2139

1

1006

1

2423

4

1650

Hg

0

2

--

--

4.59x105

2

3.62x106

3

5.81x106

3

3.30x105

Pb

9.98x108

2

--

--

9.48x105

2

1.66x106

3

3.65x105

3

6.76x105

Pollutant

CO2
equiv

Rate

A.3.3. Subregion SRMW (SERC Reliability Corporation, Midwest), 2009

Rate

Rate

Rate

Rate

Source

Oil
Source

Nat Gas
Source

Coal
Source

Biomass
Source

Nuc/Renew

Weighted
average

NOX

1.30x104

1

--

--

1.24

1

1.24

1

29.1

4

1.01

SO2

1.09x105

1

--

--

6.84

1

1.01

1

4.73

4

5.47

0.014

1

--

--

2190

1

1080

1

2550

4

1760

Hg

0

2

--

--

5.03x105

2

3.62x106

3

5.81x106

3

4.03x105

Pb

0

2

--

--

5.23x105

2

1.66x106

3

3.65x105

3

4.18x105

Pollutant

CO2
equiv

Rate

A.3.4. Subregion MROW (Midwest Reliability Organization, West), 2009

Rate

Rate

Rate

Rate

Source

Oil
Source

Nat Gas
Source

Coal
Source

Biomass
Source

Nuc/Renew

Weighted
average

NOX

9.94x104

1

--

--

2.92

1

0.42

1

15.9

4

2.06

SO2

3.49x104

1

--

--

5.40

1

0.04

1

2.51

4

3.79

0.116

1

--

--

2280

1

997

1

2390

4

1620

Hg

0

2

0.00

0

6.19x105

2

3.62x106

3

5.81x106

3

4.35x105

Pb

0

2

0.00

0

9.57x105

2

1.66x106

3

3.65x105

3

6.71x105

Pollutant

CO2
equiv

Rate
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Table A.4. Generation cost by marginal fuel type used in LEEM 2.0, defined by maximum LMP,
based on probability density functions (PDFs) and histograms.
Subregion, Year: MROW, 2009
SRMW, 2009
RFCM, 2009
RFCM, 2007
Based on:
PDF
Hist.
PDF
Hist.
PDF
Hist.
PDF
Hist.
Nuclear/Renew
$7.00
$10
$10.00
$8.00
$7.00
$10
$10.00
$10.00
Coal
$35.62
$35.00
$40.00
$80.00
$60.00
$40.84
$50.12
$56.70
Nat. Gas
$99.77
$105.00 $123.01 $130.00
$185.00 $117.24 $120.00
$83.18
Notes: Bold numbers indicate which prices were used for LEEM 2.0. If the LMP is above the
maximum price for natural gas, the marginal fuel type is estimated to be oil.
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Over the course of a day, power utilities must respond to changing demand by
dispatching or shedding output from different generators. Each generator is associated with a
unique profile of air emissions, based on the type of fuel consumed, installed pollution controls,
and the generator's efficiency. The aim of this study is to determine whether shifting residential
electric demands to times when cleaner generation sources are available would result in
significant overall emissions reduction.
Dynamic wholesale pricing in the electric power market, specifically the Locational
Marginal Price (LMP), provides a means to estimate the marginal generator fuel type. This
knowledge was used to roughly estimate hourly local emission rates. Based on these estimated
historical emission rates of five different pollutants, best and worst case timing schedules were
determined for five household appliances and for the charging of electric vehicle batteries. On
average for the five pollutants, an estimated 70% emissions reduction from the worst to best case
was achieved by shifting the run times of appliances. By selectively timing electric vehicle
battery charging, the average emissions reduction from worst to best case varied from 10-20%,
depending on type of charging available.
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A smartphone app called HERO, or Home Emissions Read-Out, has been created to
provide consumers with real-time emissions information at their fingertips. HERO serves to
educate people and lets them take on a sense of personal responsibility for the emissions that
result from their energy use.
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